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Abstract 

Potentially usable business information exists in unstructured form. This information, 

although machine readable, resides in natural language texts which are difficult to process by 

computers. Within these texts are references to real world entities by means of names, and this 

dissertation addresses their recognition and resolution, when they occur in text existing within 

structured data. This is a relevant problem when information is structured according to a model 

that defines only generic semantics for its data elements, or includes data elements that contain 

natural language text. This type of text presents a new scenario for entity recognition and 

resolution, since it may consist in informal or grammatically incorrect natural language, and 

also because the text is present in the semantic context of a data element that supports its 

interpretation. In order to study this problem, we have conducted a series of case studies on real 

data sets. We studied the characteristics of the texts within these data sets, evaluated the 

performance of state of the art techniques, and investigated novel approaches. Our proposal is 

based in the application of machine learned predictive models that exploit other types of 

evidence than those typically applied in grammatically well-formed text. In the studied data 

sets, the evaluation of our approach showed that our predictive models are able to adapt to the 

different characteristics of these texts, leading to improvements over state of the art techniques, 

and achieving results close to those typically obtained in grammatically well-formed text. 
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Abstract in Portuguese 

Informação de negócio potencialmente útil existe em formas não estruturadas. Esta 

informação, embora seja legível por máquinas, reside em textos em linguagem natural, os quais 

são de difícil processamento por parte dos computadores. Nesta informação podem-se encontrar 

referências, através de nomes, a entidades do mundo real. Nesta dissertação abordamos o 

reconhecimento de referências a entidades e a sua resolução, em casos onde o texto surge num 

contexto de dados estruturados. A relevância deste problema surge quando a informação reside 

em dados estruturados segundo um modelo que define uma semântica genérica para alguns dos 

seus elementos de dados, ou quando o modelo inclui elementos de dados que com textos em 

linguagem natural. Este tipo de texto apresenta um novo cenário para o reconhecimento e 

resolução de entidades, uma vez que este pode consistir em expressões informais ou linguagem 

natural gramaticamente incorreta, e também porque o texto está presente no contexto semântico 

de uma estrutura de dados, o que suporta a sua interpretação. Para abordar este problema, 

efetuámos vários estudos em casos reais. Foram estudadas as características dos textos 

encontrados nestes casos, avaliado o desempenho de técnicas atuais, e investigadas novas 

aproximações ao problema. A nossa proposta é baseada na aplicação de modelos preditivos 

criados por aprendizagem automática supervisionada que exploram outros tipos de evidências, 

para além dos tipos de evidência tipicamente aplicados em texto gramaticamente corretos. Nos 

casos abordados, a avaliação da nossa aproximação mostrou que estes modelos preditivos 

conseguem adaptar-se às diferentes características destes textos, resultando em melhorias em 

relação às melhores técnicas atuais, e atingindo resultados mais próximos daqueles que são 

possíveis atualmente em texto gramaticamente correto. 

Keywords in Portuguese 
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Estruturados; Processamento de Linguagem Natural; Modelos Preditivos; Evidencia; 
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1.1 Introduction 

A wide range of potentially usable business information exists in unstructured forms. 

Although such information is machine readable, it consists of natural language text (it was 

estimated that 80% to 90% of business information may exist in those unstructured forms 

[1][2]).  

As the world becomes more data oriented, much interest has arisen in these unstructured 

sources of information. This interest gave origin to the research field of information extraction, 

which looks for automatic ways to create structured data from unstructured data sources [3]. An 

information extraction process can be characterized by an intention to selectively structure and 

combine data that is found in text, either explicitly stated or implied. The final output of the 

extraction process will vary according to the purpose, but typically it will consist in 

semantically richer data, which follows a more structured data model, and on which more 

effective computation methods can be applied. 

A particular scenario of information extraction deals with the references to entities that 

exist within texts (such as persons, organizations, places, time periods, etc.). This scenario deals 

with two particular problems: how to locate these references (entity recognition) and how to 

resolve the references to their real world entity (entity resolution). For example, in the sentence 

“José Silva lives in Lisbon”, the problem consists first in recognizing the references to a person 

named “José Silva” and to a location named “Lisbon”, and second, on the resolution of these 

two references to real world entities, that is, to the exact person and geographic location. 

Typically the output consists in the exact location of references to entities within the text, and 

their resolution to a set of entities (such as geographic gazetteers, persons’ databases, etc.).  

This chapter follows with a description of the specific information extraction problem 

addressed in this dissertation. It then follows with a description of our proposed solutions and 

the general scientific contributions made. The section finalizes with the description of the 

structure of this dissertation. 

1.2 The Problem and its Relevance 

This dissertation addresses the tasks of entity recognition and resolution, when they are 

applied to poorly structured data, in scenarios where the data follows a data model containing 

uncontrolled free text as the values of some of its data elements. This kind of data typically 
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presents different characteristics from natural language text, which has been the focus of 

previous research in information extraction.  

Advances towards a solution for this problem have the potential to contribute to the 

application of information extraction within enterprises, particularly for business intelligence 

(i.e. the process of finding, gathering, aggregating, and analysing information for decision 

making [4][5]). Poorly structured data existing within enterprises is nowadays difficult to 

process by automatic means, and so are the references to entities within these data sources. 

This problem is also relevant for the World Wide Web. Application of information 

extraction to web resources is an active topic of research in information retrieval and the 

semantic web. This research is also motivated by the increasing user interest in services that 

require accurate links between data resources [6]. Although textual resources on the Web have 

attracted most of the attention for information extraction, much potential exists also in the 

structured data that describes Web resources. 

1.3 Characterization of Poorly Structured Data 

Within structured data sets, we can observe cases where some data elements are poorly 

structured. The motivations behind the existence of poorly structured data may be many, but in 

general, we observed it in scenarios where the data is encoded according to a data model that 

contains elements with at least one of the following characteristics: 

 It contains data elements that are modelled with general semantics. For example, a 

data element for the subject of a movie may contain many kinds of data, such as a 

theme, a location, a time period, etc. 

 It contains data elements that are modelled to contain natural language text. For 

example, the title of a book, textual descriptions, or general notes elements. 

Data with these characteristics can be found everywhere: in organizations’ primary data 

sources, in data on the Web, on the personal desktop, etc. With the rise of interoperability 

between systems and organizations, some data models are designed precisely to have general 

semantics. It is a way to enable the encoding of data originating from heterogeneous sources in 

a standard way. Examples of such cases are the models based on the general Dublin Core terms 
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for resource description
1
, which are widely used in the Web for describing millions of resources 

[7]. Examples of XML representations of data records based in Dublin Core are shown in 

Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1 – Examples of bibliographic resources described in data records containing 

unstructured values in its data elements. 

 

                                                      

1 http://dublincore.org/ 
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Another example of poorly structured data is presented in Figure 2, with a record from a 

knowledge organization system, describing an historical event as a concept. Further examples of 

this kind of data sets can be found in application domains such as criminal reports [13], road 

traffic accident reports [13] and bioinformatics [14]. 

 

 

Figure 2 – Example of an historical event described in a data record containing 

unstructured values in its data elements. 

Within these data elements, references to entities can often be found. However, due to the 

lack of structure, to be efficiently processed by computers they need to be identified by means 

of information extraction techniques. 

Previous research on information extraction has focused mainly in natural language 

processing [3]. Information extraction processes are composed of subtasks, where each task 

simplifies the text by transforming it into more machine processable structures. For example, 

before entities can be recognized it may be necessary to identify the language of the text, to 
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tokenize the text into paragraphs, sentences and words, and to classify the words according to 

their part-of-speech category (that is, whether they are a verb, a noun, etc.). It is by reasoning on 

the output of this process that references to entities are recognized and resolved to a known 

entity. This process is therefore dependent of lexical evidence given by the natural language 

text. 

1.4 Hypothesis and Approach 

The text found within poorly structured data presents a new setting for entity recognition 

and resolution. In our earliest work [8][9][10][11][12], it has been observed that current entity 

recognition and resolution techniques, when applied to this kind of text, do not perform as well 

in well-formed text. Similar observations have also been reported by others [13][14][15]. 

Since human beings are usually able to interpret the text within poorly structured data, we 

can assume that the data records hold enough information to allow the automatic recognition 

and resolution of the entities. Therefore, we formulate the following hypothesis: 

State of the art entity recognition and resolution techniques underperform in 

poorly structured data because lexical evidence may be present with different 

patterns than in well-formed text, and because the semantic context of the data 

element is not exploited by these techniques. If adapted to the characteristics of the 

data, these techniques might be able to perform close to human performance. 

In order to test this hypothesis, we have conducted a series of case studies on real data 

sets. The case studies were designed to allow the analysis of the performance of state of the art 

techniques in poorly structured data, which confirmed that those techniques significantly 

underperform when applied to this kind of text. The case studies also provided the experimental 

setup for our research for novel methods for named entity recognition and resolution in poorly 

structured data. 

Our proposal is to address the problem by developing adaptations to the state of the art 

entity recognition and resolution techniques, and in new methods of their application to poorly 

structured data. We propose the application of the same machine learning models that are the 

state of the art in entity recognition and resolution in grammatically well-formed text. However, 

we propose that these models need to be customized when applied to poorly structured data, so 

that they are able to adapt to the different characteristics of these texts. Therefore, we propose to 
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use similar predictive models, which exploit other types of evidence than those typically applied 

in grammatically well-formed text. 

 The work presented in this dissertation made its scientific contributions in the area of 

information extraction. We have characterized the references to entities in poorly structured 

data, and created research data sets, from which a ground truth for research could be built, and 

which future research may exploit. We have also contributed with a novel general approach that 

consistently achieved better results in all scenarios that have been the object of our study. In 

addition, the application of our approach, in each of the studied scenarios, has individually 

provided a scientific contribution to the more specific areas of bibliographic data and 

knowledge organization systems.  

1.5 Structure of the Document 

This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the relevant terminology 

regarding the concepts used in entity recognition or resolution, and discusses related work on 

information extraction addressing poorly structured data.  

Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the entity recognition and resolution problem, as it 

manifests in poorly structured data, and the description of the approach we applied in our 

research. 

Our hypothesis was validated with data from real scenarios of poorly structured data sets. 

The first study, presented in Chapter 4, addresses the research of the entity recognition task in 

poorly structured data. This study focuses in the entity types person, location and organization, 

within a data set for resource discovery in the English language.  

Chapter 5 follows with a study addressing the entity recognition of locations, topics, 

events and time periods, and also addressing the entity resolution of locations, in a knowledge 

organization system in the English language.  

Chapter 6 presents a third study addressing the complete entity recognition and resolution 

process for the entity type location, in a data set for resource discovery, covering several 

languages.  
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The document finalizes in Chapter 7, with a discussion of the overall findings of the three 

case studies, in the scope of our hypothesis. This Chapter finalizes with the main conclusions 

and achievements of our research, and proposals for future work. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the concept of information extraction and presents the state of the 

art of two particular sub problems of information extraction addressed in our work: entity 

recognition, and entity resolution. Although entity resolution is sometimes seen as a sub 

problem of entity recognition [16], much research on the topic exists from other areas of 

computer science. For this reason, these problems are addressed separately. This chapter will 

also introduce the relevant terminology for the concepts used in entity recognition or resolution, 

and discuss related work on information extraction in poorly structured data.   

The main motivation for research on information extraction has been the potential value 

of the information contained in the large amounts of natural language text. Therefore, most 

research has its origins in natural language processing. Some of the typical information 

extraction subtasks are [3]: 

 Entity recognition: recognition of entity names (persons, organizations, places, temporal 

expressions, numerical expressions, etc.). 

 Coreference resolution: detection of coreference (multiple expressions which have the 

same referent) and anaphoric links between text entities (the use of a word referring to or 

replacing a word used earlier in a sentence). 

 Word sense disambiguation: identifying which sense of a word (i.e. meaning) is used in a 

sentence, when the word has multiple meanings. 

 Terminology extraction: finding the relevant terms for a given corpus. 

 Relationship Extraction: identification of relations between entities which are stated in 

the text (such as person X works for organization Y). 

Entity recognition is one of the major subtasks of information extraction, and the 

resolution of the reference to a known entity is usually addressed as a separate problem to entity 

recognition. The techniques used for resolution are different and largely independent of the 

entity recognition task. Entity resolution is a problem that arises in many research areas, as well 

as in information extraction. Techniques used for resolution typically need to be adapted to the 

domain and data set being addressed. 

This section will follow, in Subsection 2.2, with the introduction to the relevant 

terminology for the concepts used in either entity recognition or resolution. Entity recognition, 

and its state of the art, is presented in Section 2.3, and entity resolution in Subsection 2.4. 
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Subsection 2.5 will specifically address related work on information extraction in poorly 

structured data. A summary of the whole section is presented in Subsection 2.6. 

2.2 Terminology 

There is no common established terminology for the concepts used in either entity 

recognition or resolution. This is due, in part, to the fact that they have been addressed in 

different areas. However, even within the same area, the terminology may vary, because the 

problem has been formulated in different ways. Some formulate the problem more generally 

while others formulate it in specific scenarios. 

Throughout this chapter, we address these problems from a general perspective, 

independently of any specific application area. We will follow the following terminology: 

 Entity – something that has a distinctive existence in the real world, though it need 

not be a material existence. For example, a specific place, person, organization, 

event, etc. Other terms often used in research literature are object [40][75], and real 

world entity [69][80][83]. 

 Entity reference – a representation, or description, of an entity in a data set. These 

references consist in a set of attribute/value pairs. Other terms often used in research 

literature are description [83], instance [35]. In entity resolution, mainly in the area 

of databases, the term record is often used [1][32][47][69]. 

 Entity name – a particular type of entity reference that consists only of a textual 

string, as typically occurs in natural language text. It is the main focus of entity 

recognition.  

 Entity type – an abstraction of a concept (place, person, thing, event, etc.) as defined 

in the context of an information system. An entity reference is an instantiation of an 

entity type. 

 Attribute – used in entity references to describe an entity. Other terms often used in 

research literature are feature [83], and data field [47][69]. 

 Evidence – a piece of information that is used to support the recognition or 

resolution decisions of an entity reference. Other terms often used in research 

literature are feature [116][16], clue [3]. 

 Lexical evidence – any type of evidence that can be obtained by interpreting natural 

language text. 
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 To match – to establish that two entity references are about the same entity. Other 

terms often used in research literature are to deduplicate [69][70], to detect a 

duplicate [34][70]. 

 To resolve – to assign an entity reference to a known entity. Other terms often used 

in research literature are to disambiguate [39], to consolidate [72]. 

 Poorly structured data - Any data structured according to a data model which 

defines only general semantics for its data elements, or contains data elements with 

free text. 

 Data set – any set of structured, or poorly structured, data. 

 Precision – an evaluation metric that expresses the percentage of correctly identified 

cases in all cases identified; 

 Recall - an evaluation metric that expresses the percentage of correct cases found 

compared to all existing cases; 

 F1-measure - an evaluation metric that consists in the weighted harmonic mean of 

precision and recall, where recall has the same importance of precision. 

2.3 Entity Recognition 

The purpose of entity recognition is to recognize occurrences of information units such as 

names (for example, of persons, organizations, places or time periods) and numeric expressions 

(such as time, date and money) [21][16]. The term most frequently used to refer to these units of 

information is “named entity”. In research literature, entity recognition is most often referred to 

as named entity recognition [23][29], and sometimes named entity recognition and 

classification [21][16], since the task also involves the classification of the entity to its type (e.g. 

person, place, etc.). For readability purposes we use the term entity recognition throughout this 

document. 

Due to the complexity of the problem, entity recognition is typically studied on specific 

domains. The design of an entity resolution system needs to take in considerations the 

characteristics of the corpus where it is to be applied, such as the languages, textual genres, 

domains and types of entities [29][16].  

The specificity of each application of entity resolution also implies that great care is 

required on its evaluation. Evaluation of this kind of systems is performed by measuring its 
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results on a corpus where all entities are annotated by human experts [21][22]. The typically 

used measures are precision (percentage of correctly identified entities in all entities found) and 

recall (percentage of entities found compared to all existing entities). These two measures are 

combined on the F-measure, defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall [20]. 

In general terms, any entity recognition approach consists of a two-step process. It starts 

with the identification of pieces of information which are relevant for solving the entity 

recognition problem, serving as evidence. It then follows by reasoning on the gathered 

information to make the decision of recognizing an entity and its type.  

The remainder of this section describes the approaches on these two topics: types of 

evidences, and reasoning on the evidences. 

2.3.1 Evidences to Support Entity Recognition Decisions 

Before evidences can be gathered, basic text processing is applied to transform the source 

text into a series of paragraphs, sentences and finally, tokens (words, punctuation marks, 

numbers, etc.). The baseline of natural language processing tools provides this tokenization 

functionality, typically in a language dependent fashion [24] although language independent 

tokenization is also feasible [26]. The gathering of evidence for entity recognition starts after the 

tokenization process is performed. 

Entity recognition relies on evidences gathered in several different ways, such as by 

natural language processing of the source text, rules defined by domain experts, lookups in lists 

of entity names and ontologies, etc. Evidences can be associated with individual words, 

sequences of words, sentences, and even complete documents or corpus. 

2.3.1.1 Grammatical Analysis 

The grammatical analysis of sentences provides solid evidence for recognizing entities. 

One of such analysis is part-of-speech tagging, which consists in classifying each word in a 

sentence as noun, verb, adjective, preposition, etc. Further grammatical analysis can be 

performed by text chunking algorithms, which divide sentences into non-overlapping segments, 

providing information on the subject–object structure [27]. Application of full sentence 

grammatical analysis has also been researched, and although not extensively used for general 
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purpose entity recognition, it has relevant applications when the intention is also to extract 

relationships between entities, such as interaction of proteins in bioinformatics [25]. 

2.3.1.2 Word Features  

Word features provide evidence to support the recognition of entities. They may consist 

in simple syntactic aspects or elaborated linguistic traits. These features may indicate that the 

word itself, or adjacent words, are part of a name of an entity. Some widely used word features 

are presented in Table 1. 

 

Feature Description 

Case 

If the word is in uppercase, lowercase, the first letter is capitalized, or 

mixed lowercase and uppercase letters [29] [16]. For example, person 

and place names are written with the first letter capitalized. 

Internal punctuation 
Existence of an internal hyphen, apostrophe, period, etc. Certain 

punctuation may indicate an entity name or suggest its type [30][85].  

Numeric patterns 

Quantities, percentages, roman numerals, ordinal numbers, cardinal 

numbers, nominal numbers, dates, time, etc. [16]. For example, a 

roman numeral may follow the name of a king; ordinal numbers refer 

to an entity. 

Special characters 
As for example, Greek characters (when working with text in 

languages other than Greek) [16]. 

Word length The number of characters in the word [16]. 

Table 1 - Word features typically used for entity recognition. 

The words themselves are also used as features. For example, in English, words such as 

“at” can help in recognizing places. Words are sometimes transformed into other forms, which 

are then used as source of evidence. Table 2 describes the most relevant of these 

transformations and how they can be used for entity recognition. 
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Transformation Description 

Prefix and suffix 

Some word prefixes and suffixes are associated with certain entity 

types (for example, the suffix “ish” for nationalities, the suffix “ist” 

for professions, etc.) [29]. 

Patterns 

Possible with algorithms that create smaller derived versions of the 

words to reduce the total number of words to compute. Can help in the 

detection of patterns in the words around the entity names, or patterns 

of the names themselves [30][85]. For example, letters may be 

transformed to a single character, digits to another and punctuation to 

another, creating a very simple string where patterns can be more 

easily detected.  

Stemming 

This is a form of word simplification based on linguistics. It reduces 

inflected or derived words to their stem, base or root form [28]. For 

example, the words "fishing", "fished", "fish", and "fisher" may be 

reduced to "fish".  

Similarity 

Particular forms of word simplification which will aid in matching 

entity names by similarity, allowing matches on different spellings, 

typing errors, etc. [30][41].One example, is to transform the words to 

a  phonetic representation, such as “Soundex”[64]. 

Table 2 - Transformations applied to words to support entity recognition. 

2.3.1.3 Known Entity Names or Terms 

Collections of entity names and general terms are extensively used in entity recognition. 

In the research literature, these collections are referred to as “lists” [16], “gazetteers” [91], 

“lexicon” [124] or “dictionaries” [30][41][44]. 

Collections of entity names can be used for different purposes. They can be used as 

examples of names of a certain entity type, which will be used by the system to extract patterns 

for the words composing the names, find the frequent words, to recognize similar names, or 

simply as the collection of entities to be recognized [90]. They can also be used to improve the 

precision of the process by taking in consideration the names of other common entity types 

which may be ambiguous [16]. Some lists often used are the months of the year, seasons, and 

weekdays, which appear in the text as capitalized words. For example, we can find the word 

“March” in at least 186 places in the world. 
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Collections of other terms besides entity names are also used to provide evidence. 

Examples are stop words (frequently occurring words in natural language) and common 

abbreviations [16]. 

On the later stages of entity recognition, reasoning on the collections of entity names 

typically provides conclusive evidence. For example, the presence of the name in several 

collections of names will require further evidence to know the entity type, while the presence in 

only one collection may provide strong evidence about the entity and its type [91]. 

The validity of using collections of entity names has been reported in several studies. 

Although the degree of improvement varies in each case, collections of names are used in most 

solutions and improvements are generally reported [91][105].  

2.3.1.4 Document Structure and Metadata 

Documents may be more than just plain text. When the text is structured, the structure 

can provide relevant evidence for recognition of entities. Particular parts of the documents may 

have different characteristics, as for example, at the level of sentence structure, capitalization 

and patterns of references to entities. Some examples are the document titles, main headings, 

lists, etc. [92]. 

Other possible source of evidence is structured data in the document. The document may 

contain metadata about its contents, such as HTML META tags [89]. In some cases, documents 

may actually contain some form of structured data, such as emails that often contain names of 

persons in the recipients and senders structured fields [92]. 

Other entities referenced within the same document may also provide evidence. For 

example, in recognition of places, the existence of several references to places of the same 

country may support the classification of those references as places instead of other possible 

entity type [93]. 

2.3.1.5 Corpus Analysis 

Entity recognition can also perform better on any particular corpus if it can adapt to the 

characteristics of the corpus. By making a statistical analysis of words and its features, the 

evidence provided by the word features can be strengthened [94][95][96].  
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For entity types where the references are written with the first letter uppercased, an 

analysis of the case feature of words, in relation to their position in the sentences, has been 

reported to improve results [99]. For example, words that are uppercased in the beginning of 

sentences but not when they appear in the middle of the text, support that they may not be part 

of a reference to an entity. Another example can be observed when dealing with names of 

entities that contain more than one word, which may contain one lower case word in the middle 

[91][99]. If the middle lower case words are found to be very frequent, then they may be part of 

the entity name (as in “Vasco da Gama” or “São Tomé e Príncipe”). 

2.3.2 Reasoning on Evidence 

Several types of reasoning techniques work on the evidences described in the previous 

section, but the approaches can be quite distinct. The requirements for the entity recognition 

output may differ, particularly in terms of precision, recall, and computational efficiency of the 

process. This section will present the general types of techniques reported in the research 

literature. 

2.3.2.1 Dictionary Based Techniques 

Dictionary based techniques use, as the main source of evidence, collections of names of 

entities, as described in Section 2.3.1.3. They may use little or no grammatical analysis and 

simply rely on finding the names within the text. Some of the main motivations for deploying 

this kind of techniques are: 

 Lower precision of the entity recognition output is acceptable. For example, when the 

purpose is to find named entities for information retrieval purposes [88][108]. 

 The names of the entities are rarely ambiguous, that is, they rarely include common 

words or names of other entity types. For example, to recognize names of proteins in 

Biology literature [105][106]. 

 Large scale systems that need to work on large amounts of text in limited time and 

computational resources [87][88]. 

Techniques for matching words in the text with collections of names are also important 

for the dictionary based approaches, particularly in two cases: if the collection is very large, or 

if it is required to match the names by similarity. This is a crucial aspect for some entity 
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recognition approaches that rely on collections of entity names as the major source of evidence 

[30][86][87][88].  

When matching by similarity is a requirement, systems typically try to do exact matching 

on transformations of the words (as described in Section 2.3.1.2), or by using a string similarity 

metric. The choice of similarity metric will depend on the entity type and on the available 

computational resources. Some metrics require the comparison of the entity name with all the 

names on the collection, leading to a quadratic time complexity algorithm [73]. 

 Some similarity metrics were designed specifically for certain entity types, such as for 

persons. These metrics are used extensively in entity resolution problems, and will be described 

in more details in Section 2.4.2. 

2.3.2.2 Rule-based Techniques 

Earlier entity recognition techniques were based on sets of rules defined by domain 

experts, and many of systems in use nowadays are based on these techniques [90][109][110]. 

Rules can define how the system is to perform the two steps of entity recognition: identification 

of evidences and reasoning. In many cases a rule can define both steps together. 

The rules can be quite complex, encompassing pattern definitions and reasoning. In order 

to make entity recognition systems flexible and adaptable to different languages and domains, 

formal ways for rule definition have been researched [90] [111][112][114].  

Rules can be created automatically instead of being created manually by a domain expert. 

Automatic creation of rules is performed using supervised machine learning techniques, which 

create the rules by analysing the evidences in texts that were previously annotated by a person 

[115][116]. Automatic rule creation follows the same principles of machine learning reasoning 

described in the next section. 

2.3.2.3 Machine Learning Based Techniques 

Named entity recognition is a typical scenario for the application of machine learning 

algorithms, because of the availability of many types of evidence, which form the input 

variables for machine learning algorithms.  
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A major factor supporting the use of machine learning algorithms for entity recognition 

reasoning is their capacity to adapt to each case. Thus, they can be deployed with greater 

flexibility on distinct corpus from different domains, languages, etc. As described in Section 

2.3.1, different types of text analysis methods make available several types of evidence on 

which to base the recognition reasoning. But not all evidences will be present in every corpus, 

and not all text analysis techniques will be able to identify the same types of evidence, so the 

capacity of machine learning to adapt to each case seems to make it a very good solution for 

entity recognition, and this is supported by the rising trend in usage of machine leaning in this 

research area [16].  

Although research exists in the application of unsupervised and semi-supervised machine 

learning algorithms, their application in entity recognition addresses particular aspects which 

have limited relevance for our work, such has recognizing a large number of entity types [16], 

or supporting the creation of training data [107]. 

Two particular types of supervised machine learning algorithms have been successfully 

applied for entity recognition: classification and sequence labelling. Early applications applied 

classification algorithms, which basically classify words, or groups of words, according to their 

entity type. But in entity recognition, as in other natural language related tasks, the problem was 

shown to be better solved with sequence labelling algorithms. The remainder of this section will 

describe both approaches.  

2.3.2.3.1 Classification Techniques 

In machine learning, the classification problem consists in learning an approximation of a 

function, which maps a vector into classes by looking at input-output examples. Typically in 

entity recognition, the coordinates of the vector space consist of all the types of evidence that 

the system is able to gather about a word or a group of words. The classes are one or more entity 

types plus one class for “not an entity”.  

Several classification algorithms have been used for entity recognition. The earlier works 

explored algorithms such as Decision Trees [101], Maximum Entropy Models [102] and 

Support Vector Machines [100].  

2.3.2.3.2 Sequence Classification Techniques 
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In contrast to classification approaches, which only reason on words or groups of words, 

sequence classification techniques consider the complete ordered sequence of tokens in a phrase 

(words, punctuation, etc.). Human language has a sequential nature, and machine learning 

techniques, which allow the modelling of this sequential nature into the classifier function, 

provide better results. These are therefore the state of the art for entity recognition reasoning. 

The earliest sequential classification techniques applied to entity recognition were Hidden 

Markov Models [103][118]. In its earliest form, these techniques did not allow the learning 

algorithm to take into the predictive model the wide range of evidence that is available for entity 

recognition. This limitation leads to the application of other algorithms such as Maximum 

Entropy Markov Models [104] and Conditional Random Fields [116]. 

Currently, Conditional Random Fields is the algorithm that provides the best result for 

entity recognition. It provides sequence classification learning capabilities with the flexibility to 

use all the types of evidences that entity recognition systems can gather [85]. It also allows for 

evidence associated to tokens later on the sequence to be used.  

Alternatives to Conditional Random Fields have been proposed and studied in other 

sequential classification problems. A variation of the Support Vector Machine algorithm has 

been proposed for addressing complex outputs. This algorithm, named SVM
struct 

, has been 

shown to perform better than Conditional Random Fields on part-of-speech tagging, and in an 

optical character recognition [97]. Perceptron algorithms have also been shown to perform 

better than Conditional Random Fields for part-of-speech tagging [98].  

2.4 Entity Resolution 

Entity resolution is a problem common to many areas of computer science. Data created 

and processed in information systems often represents real world entities. The way these entities 

are represented in the data is specific to the context where it is manipulated. Typically, these 

representations are focused in fulfilling the requirements of the business processes that create 

and use them. 

Entities are represented by a set of attributes that are specific to the context of the 

business. When these attributes don’t comprise a unique identifier, the representation may be 

ambiguous. An entity may have multiple different representations, and each representation 

might match the description of multiple entities (i.e., reference and referent ambiguity).  
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Entity resolution refers to the general problem of determining, within a data set, which 

representations of entities actually represent the same real world entity. In entity resolution it is 

assumed that the types of entities that can be found in the data are known, and so are their 

respective data schemas. 

This is a common problem to many research communities, although the term used is not 

always the same. Common terms used include record linkage [31], record matching [32], 

merge-purge [33], data de-duplication [34], instance identification [35], database hardening 

[36], name matching [37], reference reconciliation [38], reference disambiguation [39], and 

object consolidation [40]. These terms sometimes refer to more specific formulations of the 

entity resolution problem with different assumptions.  

In the context of information extraction we can find the entity resolution problem in the 

coreference resolution problem [42] and as part of the entity recognition problem. In this 

section, we will focus mostly on how the entity resolution appears when associated with entity 

recognition, and on the identification of relevant work for the purpose of its application with 

entity recognition and semi-structured data. 

2.4.1 The Entity Resolution Process 

In general, entity resolution processes address several issues that ultimately will allow 

concluding if two entity references match. When setting up such a process, the main issues that 

have to be addressed are: 

1. Selecting data sources, and making them available in computationally efficient ways for 

the entity resolution process. These processes are often executed in data warehouses [67] 

or data repositories [68][119]. 

2. Choosing which data will be used for comparison. This includes data within the reference 

to the entities and also associated data (that is, data from the context of the reference). 

3. Addressing structural and semantic data heterogeneity, by preparing and normalizing 

data, and encoding entity data according to a normalized data model. 

4. Defining how entity attributes and contextual data are to be compared individually. 

5. Defining the conditions where the comparison results should lead to the conclusion that 

two representations match the same entity. 
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In scenarios where entity resolution is addressed together with entity recognition, the 

resolution of the entities appears as a final phase of the process, where the recognized entities 

are to be matched against a disambiguated data set, such as an ontology, relational data, etc. 

This particular form of entity resolution is typically called disambiguation [77][81], since the 

main problem is to choose the right entity, when more than one name matches. 

In its most basic form, the resolution of entities is performed by comparing the 

recognized name against the collection of names, where the names have to be compared by 

similarity. Here, one of the main obstacles is the typographical variations of string data, which 

is tackled by string similarity comparison techniques (as described in Section 2.4.2).  

In more complex scenarios, where the resolution is to be done against a structured 

dataset, the inherent semantics of structured data can be explored to provide evidences for 

supporting a correct resolution. An example can be found in the resolution of place names 

against a geographic gazetteer, where the detailed relations between places can help do 

disambiguate the place name [93]. A similar example can be seen in the disambiguation of 

person names against a social network [84]. In both cases, some special domain metrics will 

provide the evidence for resolving to the correct entity. 

The final step of the resolution step is a reasoning process, where the evidence gathered 

about the recognized entity is compared with the resolution candidates. Similarly to entity 

recognition, the reasoning may be implemented as a set of manual rules, or by using machine 

learning techniques for classification. 

The remainder of this section will cover in more detail the existing work on some key 

aspects of entity resolution that are relevant in the context of entity recognition: string similarity 

techniques, entity relationships, reasoning techniques and computational performance. 

2.4.2 String Similarity Metrics 

Methods for measuring the similarity of string data have been a very active topic in 

research. They are relevant in both entity recognition and entity resolution. In entity recognition 

they are frequently applied for matching names of entities found in the texts against collections 

of entities names [86][87][88]. In entity resolution, they are deployed in nearly every scenario 

where entities are described by attributes with string data [47]. 
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Three main types of similarity metrics can be considered [47]: character based, token 

based and phonetic. How well each of these techniques works on evaluating the similarity 

between strings depends on the characteristics of the data they are applied to. Table 3 

summarizes the characteristics of these similarity metrics. 

 

Type of 

metric 
Designed for Examples 

Character 

based 
typographical errors 

edit distance [43], Smith-Waterman 

distance [44], Jaro distance [45], n-gram 

distance [46] 

Token 

based 

when words may be in a different 

sequence 

atomic strings [61], cosine similarity 

with TFID [62], n-grams with TFIDF 

[63] 

Phonetic 

Words are phonetically similar but 

are not similar at character or token 

level 

Soundex [64][65], double metaphone 

[66] 

Table 3 – Types of string similarity metrics. 

Character based similarity metrics are most suitable to handle typographical errors. They 

measure the amount of edit operations (insert, delete, replace) that are necessary to transform 

one string into the other being compared. Among the techniques that take this kind of approach 

are the Edit distance [43], Smith-Waterman distance [44], Jaro distance [45], n-gram distance 

[46] and others [47]. These techniques don’t work well in those cases where typographical 

conventions lead to rearrangement of words (people’s names for example, may be entered by 

their surname or by their first name). Token-based metrics is another technique that tries to 

compensate for this problem by matching tokens of the strings (typically words, but not always) 

independently of their location within the strings and usually make use of weighting tokens by 

term frequency–inverse document frequency (TFIDF). Examples of these kinds of techniques 

are Atomic strings [61], Cosine similarity with TFIDF [62] and n-grams with TFIDF [63]. 

None of the techniques described above address those cases where strings may be 

phonetically similar even if they are not similar in a character or token level. These cases are 

handled by a type of techniques named phonetic similarity metrics and two well-known 
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examples are Soundex [64][65] and Double metaphone [66]. These techniques are widely used 

to match fields containing person surnames. 

For any particular scenario, choosing a string similarity metric is not straightforward. It is 

made difficult due to the large variety of errors and variations that occur in real data, together 

with the lack of sufficient studies that compare the effectiveness of the various similarity 

metrics. Analysis of the few existing studies indicates that no single metric is suitable for all 

data sets [37]. Even metrics that demonstrate to be very effective for some data sets can perform 

poorly on others. Therefore, in many cases, using more flexible metrics that can accommodate 

multiple similarity comparisons may lead to best results. One of such approaches used genetic 

programming for helping in finding the best metric or combinations of metrics for a given entity 

resolution problem [69]. 

Measuring string similarity in structured data fields may, in some cases, require the 

comparison of string from semantically distinct data fields that are related in some way. For 

example, the life period of a person may be compared with a time period during which works 

were published [72]. 

2.4.3 Entity Relationships as Resolution Evidence  

In entity recognition and resolution scenarios, the resolution is done without detailed data 

about the recognized entity, since the name is all that is available. In this section, we will 

describe entity resolution research that explored scenarios of entities described with few 

attributes. These scenarios try to explore other sources of evidence to achieve their purpose. 

Such cases can be found on relational data [67] and also on data represented in XML 

[74][75][76]. Other approaches even use external resources as a source of evidence, when the 

attributes are insufficient [77]. 

Relationships between entities are generally available in the datasets where the 

recognized entity names are to be resolved, particularly in data sets available as open linked 

data. They have been used to improve the typical entity resolution scenarios [67] and also in 

scenarios where very few attributes are available [74][75][76][78][79]. 

Some authors consider parent/child relationships in relations of a database [67] or as they 

are found in XML data [74]. However parent/child relationships do not capture all possible 

relationships therefore some important evidence may not be used in the resolution process [74].  
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Other authors have explored the use of graphs to capture all possible kinds of 

relationships. These approaches views data sets as attributed relational graphs of entity 

representations connected via relationships, represented respectively in the nodes and the edges 

of the graph. These graphs are typically called entity-relationship graphs in the literature [40]. 

Several approaches explore the entity-relationship graphs, but to different extents. Some 

explore only the context of the entity representation, that is, the direct relationships with other 

representations [38][75][80]. Others limit the analysis of the graph to the shortest path between 

nodes [84], or analyse only a limited distance between nodes [81]. The most general approach is 

described in [40] and [83], which presents an approach that explores the entity-relationship 

graph to its full extent. The concerns regarding scalability of this approach are addressed in 

[82]. 

An important distinction between the existing approaches is their domain independence. 

Although [40] and [38] evaluate their solutions on specific domains, the solutions are designed 

to be generic. Most of other approaches address specific domains, and explore patterns in the 

relationships typical of those domains. As such they do not always present a generic model for 

exploring the entity-relationship graph.   

2.4.4 Reasoning 

The decision to match two entity representations is made by reasoning on the similarity 

scores obtained by comparing the attribute values or other evidence. These similarity scores are 

typically handled as vectors in an n-dimensional space where n corresponds to the number of 

similarity metrics used. Each coordinate of the vector represents the level of similarity given by 

the metric. It is therefore a similar reasoning problem to that found in entity recognition.  

Although declarative techniques can be used to reason on the comparison results, in 

general better results can be obtained by using machine learning techniques [47]. In entity 

resolution, the reasoning is a classification problem which consists in learning an approximation 

of a function, which maps a vector representing the evidence gathered by comparing two entity 

representations, to two classes: match or non-match.  

Many machine learning techniques for classification have been used in entity resolution. 

It is unlikely that the question, of which learning technique should be used for a particular entity 
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resolution task, can be answered clearly. These tasks are highly data-dependent and it is unclear 

if we will ever see a technique dominating all others across all data sets [47]. 

2.4.5 Computational Efficiency 

Another important requirement is the computational efficiency of the entity resolution 

process. Factors like the size of the data set, or trying to detect matches in a real-time scenario, 

greatly influence the techniques that can be used.  

Typically, entity resolution processes are carried out in three steps [47]: 

1. A vector of similarity scores is computed for individual representation pairs by 

comparison of attribute values and other evidence;  

2. Based on this vector, each representation pair is classified as either a match or non-

match;  

3. A transitive closure is computed over matching pairs to determine the final partition 

of representations. 

The simplest approach for the first step is to compare all representations with all other 

representations, but the efficiency of the resolution process can be improved by using 

techniques designed to reduce the number of comparisons. Another possibility for improving 

efficiency is at the second step, at the individual representation comparisons. In this section we 

will describe possible optimizations in these two steps. 

A general approach to the efficiency of entity resolution processes can be found in [48]. 

This work sees the internal details of the functions used to compare and merge representations 

as “black-boxes”, and focus on the algorithms for efficiently performing entity resolution. This 

results in the development of strategies that minimize the number of invocations to these 

“black-boxes”. This approach identifies a set of properties for the matching/merge functions, 

which can have a significant impact on the computational efficiency of the entity resolution 

process. These four properties are:  

 idempotence (a representation always matches itself);  

 commutativity;  

 associativity;  

 representativity (a representation obtained by merging two others, will always match 

with a representation that matches any of the merged representations).  
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The authors present several algorithms that explore functions with some or all of these 

properties, and present their impact on the overall efficiency. 

Other works propose more specific techniques to reduce the number of representation 

comparisons. Table 4 presents a summary of these techniques and how they attempt to improve 

the computational efficiency. One of such techniques is “blocking”, a process of subdividing the 

collection of representations into a set of mutually exclusive clusters, under the assumption that 

no matches occur across different clusters [49]. Common approaches for achieving this use a 

similarity function like Soundex, Double metaphone and n-grams on highly discriminating 

fields, and using the output of the function to assign the representations to the cluster. 

Afterwards only those representations that fall into the same cluster are compared. 

Similarly to blocking, the canopies technique also creates clusters of representations for 

comparison, but in this case, overlap between clusters is allowed. The basic idea is to use a 

lightweight comparison metric to group representations into overlapping clusters called 

canopies. This method assumes the existence of an inexpensive similarity function that can be 

used as an approximation for another more expensive function [50]. Several functions have 

been successfully used for calculating canopy distances. For example TFIDF [51] and n-grams 

that take advantage of being able to be indexed by relational databases [52][53].      

The sorted neighbourhood algorithm sorts all representations based on a generated index 

string [33][73]. Only a window out of adjacent records is considered for comparison. This 

approach relies on the assumption that duplicate records will be close in the sorted list. In 

general, no single key will be sufficient to sort the records in such a way that all the matching 

records can be detected [47]. This situation has led to the multi-pass method, where the sorted 

neighbourhood frame is calculated several times on the basis of several available attributes. 

When applied properly, this method reduces the number of missed matching records. 

A large number of similarity metrics use set operations as part of the overall computation. 

Therefore increasing the efficiency of the execution of set operations may have a significant 

impact on the overall efficiency of the resolution process. Entity resolution applications only 

want to process those representation pairs in which the similarity value is high. Many 

techniques use this property and suggest algorithms for fast computation of set-based operations 

on a set of representations [54][55][63][56][57][58].  
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Technique Improvement Description 

Blocking 
Fewer 

comparisons 

Creates exclusive clusters of representations for 

comparison, under the assumption that no matches 

occur across different clusters. 

Canopies 
Fewer 

comparisons 

Creates clusters of representations for comparison, but 

overlap between clusters is allowed. 

Sorted 

neighbourhood 

Fewer 

comparisons 

Sorts all representations based on a generated index 

string. 

Fast set operations 
Faster similarity 

calculation 

Increasing the efficiency of the execution of set 

operations, which are used by several similarity 

metrics. 

Early comparison 

termination 

Faster 

comparisons 

Similarity is first measured by a lightweight metric 

before applying heavier metrics, and/or the 

comparison may be halted as soon as there is enough 

evidence that no match is possible. 

Feature selection 
Faster 

comparisons 

Reduces the complexity of representations comparison 

by reducing the number of attributes. 

Machine learning 

pruning 

Faster 

comparisons 
Machine learning algorithms specific optimizations. 

Table 4 – Summary of techniques for efficient computation of entity resolution. 

Efficiency improvements are also possible for individual representation comparisons. 

Similarity may first be measured by a lightweight metric before applying heavier metrics (which 

most often may not be executed at all), or the comparison may be halted as soon as there is 

enough evidence that no match is possible [59].  

Other general machine learning optimizations can be used to improve the efficiency of 

individual comparisons [60]. Feature selection algorithms may reduce the complexity of 

representations comparison by reducing the dimensionality of the input set. In this way, the 

record comparison process uses only a small subset of the record fields, which speeds up the 

comparison process. On some machine learning algorithms, the efficiency may be further 

improved by using pruning techniques. 
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2.5 Related Work 

The earliest mention to the problem of information extraction in structured data, that we 

are aware of, can be found in a technical report [129], which proposes the use of information 

extraction techniques within relational database management systems, in order to exploit 

existing unstructured text within the databases. This approach was followed in [13][130][131], 

and it has addressed named entity recognition and entity resolution at the same time, as we do in 

our work. This work also reports difficulties with the entity recognition solutions for natural 

language text, and the approach taken to improve the entity recognition and resolution results 

was based on the evidence provided by structured data about the entities to be recognized. 

However, we believe this work still left several research questions open. For the entity 

recognition task, only one tool was evaluated [90], which does not implement the state of the art 

techniques, and it only addressed the recognition of a set of entities, which are present in the 

source data set. In addition, the recognition and resolution approach is based on manually 

crafted parsing rules created by a domain expert, which limits the general applicability of the 

approach. 

Although not addressing the same type of data as we do, we can find approaches used in 

other contexts that also perform entity recognition in text that contains little or no lexical 

evidence. In [132], an approach is described for performing information extraction on a 

particular kind of data “posts” on the World Wide Web which are unstructured and 

ungrammatical, such as item auction posts or online classifieds. The aim of this approach 

however is to extract a structured data record from each post, assuming that each post contains 

multiple attributes’ values of one entity, making this approach not applicable to our scenario.    

Other works, addressing entity recognition in text without lexical evidence, focused on 

search engine queries [133][134]. In this work the problem is defined assuming the existence of 

one main entity per query, and adopted a specific technique for such cases, based on query logs 

[133] or user sessions [134] and topic models. We find the topic model approach to be not 

generally applicable for entity recognition in to the data we are studying, since it assumes the 

existence of only one named entity per element value (in these cases, a query).   

2.6 Summary 

Entity recognition has been extensively researched in several areas of research and 

domains of application. The state of the art, presented in this chapter, covered those research 
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topics deemed more relevant for the application of entity recognition and resolution in 

structured data. 

Although entity resolution is often addressed together with entity recognition, they are 

independent problems. While entity recognition deals with unstructured data, most of research 

on entity resolution originates from areas dealing with structured data. Therefore, for the 

application of entity recognition and resolution to poorly structured data, the research on entity 

resolution in structured data is relevant also. 

In general terms, the state of the art approaches to both problems are focused on the 

extraction of evidence from the available data, and then on reasoning about the evidence to 

make a classification decision.  

The approaches for extraction of evidences are quite distinct in both problems, since one 

works with unstructured data and the other with structured data. In entity recognition, much 

research is available which shows the value of specific types of evidence, most of them focused 

on natural language processing. On the other hand, entity resolution extracts evidences from 

similarities on the representation of the entities, typically by comparison of attribute values and 

relationships with other entities. 

The reasoning process of both problems consists in a classification problem, with the 

extracted evidence as input. The output, in entity recognition, consists in one class per entity 

type supported plus one class for “not an entity”. In entity resolution, the output typically 

consists in two classes: match and non-match. 

State of the art solutions are based on machine learning algorithms. Classification 

algorithms have been applied in both entity recognition and resolution, however, due to the 

sequential nature of natural language, for entity recognition sequence classification algorithms 

can provide better results.  

Regarding related work, we have found that the same shortcomings, in the application of 

information extraction techniques to structured data, have been reported in past research. 

Existing research describes techniques that are based on manually crafted parsing rules created 

by a domain expert, which limits their general applicability. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents our analysis of the entity recognition and resolution problem as it 

manifests in poorly structured data, and finalizes with the description of the approach we 

applied in our research. 

We have observed that current entity recognition and resolution techniques underperform 

in text within poorly structured data [8][9][10][121]. When applied to structured data without 

adaptations, these techniques will be negatively affected by three main limiting factors: 

 The text within structured data may not contain enough lexical evidence to support the 

recognition of entities.  

 The entity recognition techniques can only be applied to structured data by first 

extracting the text. Therefore, the text is processed without taking in consideration the 

semantic context provided by the data structure.  

 If entity resolution techniques use only the evidence available within the text, they will 

not take in consideration relevant evidence available in other structured data elements 

within the record. 

In the rest of this chapter we will present some observations supporting the above 

analysis, and finalize with the description of the approach we applied in our poorly structured 

data case studies. 

3.2 Lack of Lexical Evidence for Supporting Entity Recognition 

In order to measure the extent to which the lack of lexical evidence influences the results 

of recognizing entities in this kind of data, we have setup a small experiment on the recognition 

and resolution of the entity type location. We compared the results of two techniques that use 

lexical evidence for recognizing the location names, against a simple recognition technique 

based on name matching in a geographical gazetteer, which does not use lexical evidence.  

The first technique tested was the implementation, from the OpenNLP package, of 

conditional maximum entropy models [136]. The second technique was the Stanford Named 

Entity Recognizer based on conditional random fields [137]. For both cases, we used the 

respective predictive models trained on the CoNLL 2003 training data [22]. The geographic 

gazetteer look up technique was developed by us for the purposes of this study. It was designed 

to perform a simple matching of the location names in the texts without using any lexical 
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evidence, so that we could analyse to what extent the lack of lexical evidence affects the quality 

of the entity recognition results. 

The experiment was conducted by processing, with the three techniques, a data set of 

bibliographic records. The techniques were evaluated according to the exact-match method, 

which has been used in several entity recognition evaluation tasks [22] [141]. In the exact-match 

method, a named entity is only considered correctly recognized if it is exactly located as in the 

manual annotation. Recognition of only part of the name, or with words that are not part of the 

name, is not considered correct. In combination with the exact-match method, we used the 

metrics of precision
2
, recall

3
 and F1-measure

4
. 

The studied data set is a subset of the evaluation set described in Section 6.3.1, which 

contains 752 records describing bibliographic resources, with a total of 2823 annotated location 

names. For this study, we only used records in the languages supported by the NER techniques 

we tested. Therefore, it was restricted to 372 records in English, Spanish, Dutch and German. 

 

Technique Precision Recall F1-measure 

Conditional Maximum Entropy  0.95 0.29 0.45 

Conditional Random Fields 0.95 0.38 0.53 

Geographic Gazetteer  Lookup 0.92 0.53 0.65 

Table 5 – Place name recognition results on a collection of 372 records containing data for 

resource discovery. 

 The results are presented in Table 5. Both techniques that used lexical evidence achieved 

higher precision than the gazetteer look up technique, but performed much lower in terms of 

recall, resulting in considerably lower F1-measure, with less 0.20 for the Maximum Entropy 

(p<0.001), and less 0.12 for the CRF (p<0.01).  

                                                      

2 The percentage of correctly identified named entities in all named entities found 

3 The percentage of named entities found compared to all existing named entities 

4 The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall (equal weights for recall  and precision) 
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These results support our observations and hypothesis that the lack of lexical evidence in 

the text of structured data fields negatively affects the results of entity recognition techniques. It 

can also be observed that it mainly affects recall. 

3.3 Semantic Context of the Data Elements and Entity Recognition 

Each data element provides its own semantic context to the text contained within, and this 

context influences the types of entities that are referenced.  

To investigate this aspect, we have analysed the occurrence of referenced entity types 

found in a data set describing bibliographic resources, containing several different elements 

with different associated semantics, allowing us to study the extent to which the semantic 

context influences the entity types of named entities. In this study we addressed the three entity 

types on which most NER research has been focused: person, location and organization. 

For each element, the distribution of references to different entity types was calculated, 

and the results can be visualized in Figure 3 and Table 6. We can observe that the elements title 

and description have a similar distribution of entity types, and note that the type person was the 

most frequently found. The element subject and table of contents also share a similar 

distribution, but with a higher frequency for locations. All other elements presented distinct 

distributions. In the creator element, only persons and organizations are found, in the element 

coverage exclusively locations were found, and in element publisher mostly organizations and 

locations were found.  

Such difference in distributions of entity types, if made available to the entity recognition 

algorithm, can support the recognition of a name, and the disambiguation of the entity type. For 

example, if the term Washington is found, although it can be a name of type person or place, if 

found in a coverage element it likely refers to a place, while if found in a creator element, it 

likely refers to a person.  
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Data 

Element 
Element definition

5
 Locations Persons Organizations Total 

Title 
A name given to the 

resource. 
86 (34%) 142 (56%) 26 (10%) 254 

Creator / 

Contributor 

An entity primarily 

responsible for making 

the resource / An entity 

responsible for making 

contributions to the 

resource.  

0 (0%) 156 (85%) 27 (15%) 183 

Subject 
The topic of the 

resource. 
136 (64%) 60 (28%) 16 (8%) 212 

Coverage 

The spatial or temporal 

topic of the resource, 

the spatial applicability 

of the resource, or the 

jurisdiction under 

which the resource is 

relevant. 

79 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 79 

Publisher 
An account of the 

resource. 
52 (44%) 17 (15%) 48 (41%) 117 

Table of  

Contents 

A list of subunits of the 

resource. 
29 (69%) 10 (24%) 3 (7%) 42 

Description 

An entity responsible 

for making the resource 

available. 

75 (24%) 199 (65%) 33 (11%) 307 

Table 6 - Distribution of textual references to entities by entity type across data elements 

of the Europeana data set. 

 

                                                      

5 Element definitions were taken from the Dublin Core Metadata Terms. http://dublincore.org 
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Figure 3 – Distribution of textual references by entity type in data elements of the 

Europeana data set. 

3.4 Structured Data within the Record to Support Entity Resolution 

Although, in most areas, entity resolution appears as a problem of comparing entity 

references, in structured form, with many attributes available, when applied together with entity 

recognition in natural language text, resolution is usually done based on just the recognized 

name and no other attributes [125][127][128]. However, in our scenario some of the structured 

elements of the records may be exploited as attributes of the recognized entities, and provide 

evidence to support a correct resolution of the names. 

An example of one such case was observed in our experiments with the bibliographical 

data sets and the entity type location (previously described in Section 3.2). In these data sets, a 

structured data element contained the country code of the institution from where the data record 

originated. While attempting to recognize and resolve locations in these data sets, we observed 

an association between the country of origin of the data and the correct resolution for the names 

of locations. In a manually annotated data set, we encountered 54% of the references to 

locations to belong in the country of origin of the data, 9% to belong in a neighbour country, 

and 37% to belong in the rest of the world. We tested the statistical significance of these results 

by testing the hypothesis that the probability of a named location to be from the country of 

provenance of the data, is higher that the probability of being located in the rest of the world. 

The differences in the percentages were found to be statistically significant, with P<0.01. 
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The available structured data that can be used in this way certainly varies in each data set 

and entity type, but these results support that the structured data may, in some cases, be used to 

improve the entity resolution results. 

 

Total named locations In the same country In a neighbour country 
In the rest of the 

World 

2823 
1524 

(54%) 

255 

(9%) 

1044 

(37%) 

Table 7 - Statistics of the relationship between named locations and the country of 

provenance of the record. 

3.5 Approach 

Base on the analysis we presented in this chapter, we believe that an approach for entity 

recognition and resolution on structured data should follow the following general guidelines: 

 The data record should be available throughout the entire recognition and resolution 

process. If the processing exploits the data record, instead of just the text within, 

more evidence will be available, allowing better recognition and resolution of the 

entities.  

 The approach must capture lexical and non-lexical evidence from the text. This 

would allow the process to handle cases of data containing well-formed text, as well 

as simple textual expressions.  

 The approach must be adaptable. Different data sets will present different textual 

patterns and languages, therefore the evidence to support the recognition and 

resolution of entities will vary considerably in different data sets. Supervised 

machine learning based approaches are the state of the art in both entity recognition 

and resolution in well formed text, and the adaptability of these algorithms is just as 

relevant for structured data.  

The previous analysis has led us to address poorly structured data, following the general 

process depicted in Figure 4. The first design decision of this process was to start it by having as 
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input a data record, instead of a data element or text previously extracted from a data element or 

record. This allows the process to have the record available throughout the entire process. 

 

 

Figure 4 – A general process for entity recognition and resolution in structured data. 

The first task consists in selecting the target data elements where entity names are to be 

recognized and resolved. It is then followed by a task that consists in basic text processing, in 

order to transform the text within the data elements into a sequence of tokens (words, 

punctuation marks, numbers, etc.). 

In the third task, the text tokens are analysed in order to extract any possible evidence that 

may support the recognition of the entities names. Typically, this task includes lexical analysis 

of sentences (e.g. part-of-speech tagging), analysis of words features (e.g. capitalization), 

checking the existence of the tokens in collections of entity names, textual patterns detection, 

etc. The data element itself may provide evidence as well, since it provides a semantic context 

for the interpretation of the text. Also extra evidence can be extracted from other structured 

elements on the same record.  

The following task is the recognition of names of entities. It consists in reasoning on the 

sequence of tokens and the associated evidence. It outcome consists in the recognized names 

and their respective positions in the source text. We advocate that this task needs to be 
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performed by machine learning based techniques, in order to have an approach that is adaptable 

to different data sets and data elements with different evidences and textual patterns. 

The last two tasks address the resolution of the names recognized previously. First, 

further evidence, which may support the resolution of the entities names, is gathered from the 

recognized names and the record. This evidence is used, together with any other evidence 

gathered in the third task, and a final reasoning process is performed to resolve the entity names 

into specific entities described in a target resolution data set.  

This process is mainly illustrative and described at a very high level, in order to highlight 

the main tasks, and information objects handled by the process. In practice, both in our work 

and in work by others, we find that these tasks are not so clearly separated by the 

implementations of entity recognition and resolution systems.  It is also important to highlight 

that this process allows us to clearly define control points in the process where an evaluation of 

our approach can be performed and compared with that of other approaches. For example, the 

outcome of the resolution task is dependent on the accuracy of the outcome of the recognition 

task.   

3.6 Experimental Setup 

It is in the context of the process, presented in the previous section, that we contextualize 

the studies we performed in our research. Each of the tasks of the entity recognition and 

resolution process presents itself as a complex problem. For each task, a wide range of 

techniques have been proposed, which could potentially perform well on poorly structured data.  

In order to test our hypothesis, we conducted a series of studies on different data sets and 

addressing several entity types. In each study, we attempted to choose a combination of 

techniques that, from our initial observations of the problem, would better adapt to each of the 

particular cases.  

The case studies were setup to allow us to analyse how state of the art techniques perform 

in poorly structured data, and if our approach could provide improvements. The design of the 

studies took in consideration the availability of implementations of state of the art techniques, 

which could be used as baseline for measuring the qualitative results of our approach. 

An ideal experimental setup for our research problem would cover several data sets, 

languages, and entity types. However, such experimental setup was not feasible, mainly because 
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research data sets, from which a ground truth could be built, were not available. Also, 

implementations of state of the art techniques are not available for the whole process, or do not 

support the necessary languages and entity types. Therefore, we approached this research 

problem by studying several particular cases, which, although not always covering the whole 

process, allow us to provide empirical results for several aspects of the entity recognition and 

resolution process in poorly structured data. These experiments were also designed having in 

mind their individual scientific contribution to the domains of the data sets under study. 

In Chapter 4, we will present a study focusing on the research of the entity recognition 

task in poorly structured data, where the entity types person, location and organization were 

studied, in a data set for resource discovery in the English language. In Chapter 5, we will 

follow with a study addressing the entity recognition of locations, topics, events and time 

periods, and also addressing the entity resolution of locations, in a knowledge organization 

system in the English language. Our third study, presented in Chapter 6, will cover the complete 

entity recognition and resolution process for the entity type location, in a data set for resource 

discovery, covering several languages.  
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4.1 Introduction 

From our experience, entity recognition is the task, of the entity recognition and 

resolution process, that is most affected by the lack of lexical evidence in poorly structured data. 

This motivated us to conduct a specific study to address this task, and develop a general entity 

recognition approach which could be systematically applied to any poorly structured data set.  

This chapter starts by presenting our analysis of the challenges presented by this kind of 

data to the entity recognition task. It then follows with the description of how we approached 

the problem and how the predictive model for entity recognition was designed and 

implemented. The evaluation of our approach is presented next, with the description of the data 

set used, the evaluation procedure and the results obtained. An evaluation of individual features 

used by our predictive model is also presented. This chapter finalizes with the main conclusions 

of the case study.  

4.2 Problem Analysis 

From our analysis of the references to entities found in poorly structured data sets, we can 

highlight the following points:  

 Availability of lexical evidence varies in many cases. In some data elements we found 

well-formed text, in other elements we found short sentences, containing very limited 

lexical evidence, or plain expressions with practically non-existing lexical evidence. We 

also observed that, in some cases, the analysis of the same data element across several 

records, revealed a mix of all cases. 

 We observed that, in some cases, textual patterns are often available instead of lexical 

evidence, and can be explored as evidence for entity recognition. For example, 

punctuation marks play an important role, but their use may differ from how they are 

used in natural language text. 

 These data elements are typically modelled with general semantics. The semantics 

associated with each element influences the type of named entities found in the actual 

records. Therefore, we observed different probability distributions for each entity type 

across data elements. 
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 One of the major sources of evidence is the actual name of the entities. Each entity type 

presents names with different words and lengths, and also with different degrees of 

ambiguity with other words and entity types. 

From this analysis, we believe that a generic approach must be highly adaptable, not only 

to the data set under consideration but also to each data element. Text found in each element 

across the whole data set is likely to be associated with particular patterns and degrees of 

availability of lexical evidence.   

On a more generic level, the approach should have a strong focus on the disambiguation 

of the names between entity types, and be able to disambiguate between entity names and other 

nouns/words. 

4.3 Studied Entity Types 

We studied the three entity types on which most entity recognition research has been 

focused, and which are commonly known as enamex [21]: person, location and organization. In 

addressing these three entity types, we wanted to design an approach that was not limited to a 

set of known entity names, but could recognize any named entity of the supported entity types, 

as usually done in entity recognition in well-formed text. 

As mentioned in the previous section, in poorly structured data the characteristics of the 

names of persons, organizations, and places are a strong evidence for recognizing the named 

entities and determining their entity type. Therefore, in order to allow the predictive model to 

use the likelihood of a token being part of a named entity, we have collected name usage 

statistics from comprehensive data sets of persons, organizations and locations.  

Person and organization name statistics were extracted from VIAF - Virtual International 

Authority File [18]. VIAF is a joint effort of several national libraries from all continents 

towards a consolidated data set gathered for many years about the creators of the bibliographic 

resources held at these libraries. 

Location name statistics were extracted from Geonames [17], a geographic ontology that 

covers all countries and contains over eight million place names. A description of how the 

statistics were extracted, and used in the predictive models, is presented in sections 4.5.1 and 

4.6.2. 
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4.4 Predictive Model for Entity Recognition 

Our analysis suggested that a flexible approach with the capacity to adapt to the data set 

would be necessary for performing NER in structured data. This suggested the application of a 

machine learned model, an option also supported by the literature review of state of the art 

entity recognition approaches (presented in Section 2.3.2). 

The entity recognition problem can be formulated as follows. Given a text string x and a 

set of entity types Y, where x consists of a sequence of tokens x1…xn, and each token is a word or 

a punctuation mark, the entity recognition task consists in segmenting x into a sequence s of 

non-overlapping segments s1…sp where each segment sj is associated with a yj ∈Y, and a start 

position tj , and an end position uj (for notation readability purposes we assume Y to also contain 

a non_entity type). All segments of s are non-overlapping and fully encompass all tokens of x, 

therefore for all xi exists one and only one sj that satisfies stj<= i and suj>=i. 

We used, as a basis of our approaches, two different machine learned conditional models. 

Our first approach applied conditional random fields (CRF) [116], which define a conditional 

probability p(y|x) over label sequences given a particular observation sequence x. Based on the 

outcomes of the evaluation of this first approach, we developed a second approach, which has a 

stronger focus on locating possible names. It uses manually crafted parsing rules, which locate 

sub-sequences sj of x containing possible named entities and an associated entity type yj. Then, it 

applies a binary classification model that calculates the conditional probability P(yj|f) where f 

denotes a vector of evidences about sj. 

In order to correctly recognize the entity names, in both approaches evidence is extracted 

or calculated. This evidence consists in a set of features that capture characteristics of the 

empirical distribution of the data that support the recognition of names. Many different methods 

have been used, in entity recognition research, to calculate and use features in a combined 

manner. Features may be calculated from natural language processing of the source text, by 

rules defined by domain experts, by lookups in lists of entity names and ontologies, from 

syntactical characteristics of the tokens, etc.  

In our work, several features were defined in order to allow the probabilistic models to 

adapt to the characteristics of poorly structured data. The design of the features focused on 

giving the predictive models the capability to capture distinct aspects of the text, such as 

locating potential names, disambiguate between entity types and other words, or detecting 
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textual patterns from syntactical and lexical evidence. These features will be described in 

Section 4.5.1 and Section 4.6.2, for the sequence model approach and the parsing and 

classification approach, respectively. A specific evaluation of the features is presented in 

Section 4.7.4. 

4.5 Sequence Model Approach 

Our first approach was to use as a basis the conditional models of conditional random 

fields (CRF) [116] [117]. CRFs define a conditional probability p(y|x) over label sequences 

given a particular observation sequence x. These models allow the labelling of an arbitrary 

sequence x’ by choosing the label sequence y’ that maximizes the conditional probability 

p(y’|x’).  

This section first presents the features we defined for our sequence model approach, and 

finalizes with some implementation details of the approach and its CRF based conditional 

model.  

4.5.1 Features of the Predictive Model 

Several features were defined to give the predictive model the capability to capture 

distinct aspects of the text, such as locating potential names, disambiguate between entity types 

and other words, or detecting textual patterns from syntactical and lexical evidence. This section 

presents the definition of these features. Several features use bags (or multisets), which are a 

generalization of sets in which members are allowed to appear more than once. In the definition 

of the features, we use the Z notation [126] for expressing how bags are used
6
.   

A set of features were defined to provide the predictive model with some evidence for 

locating potential names of entities in the text. These features were created based on data or 

statistics taken from the comprehensive listings of names described in Section 4.3. Each entity 

type has different characteristics in the way entities are named, so we defined the features in 

different ways for each entity type. 

                                                      

6 For a bag B we use #B to denote the multiplicity of distinct elements in B, and we use B#x to denote  the multiplicity 

of an element x in B 
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The features for person names explore how frequent a word was found in person names, 

making a distinction between first names, surnames and names that appear in lowercase. These 

features where designed under the assumption that the most frequently a word is used as a 

person name, the higher the probability of it referring to a person when found in a source text. 

The features use the frequency of the word, and divide it by the average frequency of names in 

VIAF. The result is smoothed logarithmically in order to reduce weight that very frequent 

names have in the output of the function. To define the feature, let F denote a bag built from all 

first names found in VIAF, and let S denote a bag built from all surnames found in VIAF, and 

let C be a bag built from all names found non-capitalized in VIAF. We define the following real 

valued features: 
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For organizations, only one feature was defined. It also uses the frequency of words used 

in the names of this entity type, and applies a similar formula as for person names.  To define 

the feature, let C be a bag built from all words and punctuation marks found in the names of 

organizations in VIAF, we define the following real valued feature: 
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For names of places, from our observations and previous experience, we do not find the 

frequency of use of the words to be very effective in providing evidence for place recognition. 
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Names of places are very diverse, and we believe more supporting evidence can be taken from 

the general relevance of those places on whose name a word appears in. For this reason, one 

feature was defined, using the type of geographic entity and the highest population known for a 

place that contains the word in its name. The population of a place has been frequently used 

within the geographical information extraction community to judge the relevance of a place 

name [127], therefore we have used a feature based on the population. However, non-populated 

places can also be frequently mentioned in text. For example, the Galápagos Islands are not 

densely populated but are often mentioned in texts related to biology. For this reason, we 

complement the use of the population with the type of geographic entity (i.e., if it is a city, an 

island, etc). To define the feature, let C denote a bag built from all tokens found in the names of 

continents and countries. Similarly let D, E, F and G denote bags built from all tokens found in 

the names of cities, administrative divisions or islands, natural geographic entities, and other 

geographic features, respectively. Also let           ( )    denote a function that returns the 

maximum population found in a location name with token t. We defined the following real 

valued feature: 
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Some features are based on data extracted from the WordNet [142] of the language 

matching the language of the source text, which in the case we studied was English. These 

features provide evidence to disambiguate between named entities of the target types and other 

words. 

With the aim to disambiguate between proper nouns referring to other entity types, and 

proper nouns referring to persons, locations and organizations, we define the feature 

          (   )       . To define this feature, let P denote the set of all variants in synsets 

which have a part-of-speech value of proper noun, and let G, H, I, J, K, L denote the sets of 

variants in synsets which are hyponyms, either directly or transitively, of one of the synsets
7
 

                                                      

7 To refer to Princeton WordNet synsets, we use the notation w#p#i where i corresponds to the i-th sense of a literal w 

with part of speech p. 
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geographic area#noun#1, landmass#noun#1, district#noun#1, body of water#noun#1, 

organization#noun#5, and person#noun#1, respectively. The feature is defined as: 

          (   )   {
        ∈   (           ) 

           
 

We also use the Wordnet to capture the possible part-of-speech classification of words. 

We define the feature        (   )       , which indicates if the token exists in a synset with 

part-of-speech noun.To define the feature, let A denote the set of variants in synsets which have 

a part-of-speech value of noun. We define the feature as: 

       (   )   {
        ∈  
           

 

Similar features were defined for other parts-of-speech:        (   )       , 

            (   )       ,          (   )       , and               (   )       . 

We also define features that aim to capture syntactical characteristics of the text and the 

tokens. The features               (   )        and             (   )        indicate if token xi 

is at the start or at the end of the value of the data element. The case of the token is captured 

through the features              (   )        and           (   )       , which indicate if the 

token is a word and contains the first letter in uppercase, or all letters in uppercase, respectively. 

The token’s character length is captured by the feature            (   )   . 

The tokens themselves are also used as evidence. In many entity recognition approaches, 

every token is used as evidence, since their lexical meaning can be reliably captured. However, 

since poorly structured data often does not contain well-formed sentences, we make a more 

limited use of the tokens, by focusing in capturing textual patterns. Therefore we define a 

feature that recognizes the tokens that are found, in the training data, before or after a named 

entity. We define a nominal feature      (   )   , where T denotes the set of tokens built from 

the three preceding tokens, and the two following tokens, of every named entity found in the 

training data: 

     (   )  {
         ∈  
           

 

An additional feature captures the use of capitalization in words within the data set, by 

using statistics of the number of occurrences of each word in capitalized form, an in non-

capitalized form. To define this feature, let C denote the bag of capitalized words in the data set, 
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and let D denote a bag of the non-capitalized words in data set, we define the following real 

valued feature:  

                    (   )     (
    

(      
)
) 

 

Features Previous tokens Following tokens 

               (   ) 1 1 

             (   ) 1 1 

                    (   ) 1 1 

                (   ) 1 1 

            (   ) 1 1 

            (   ) 1 1 

                    (   ) 1 1 

          (   ) 2 1 

       (   ) 2 1 

       (   ) 2 1 

            (   ) 2 1 

         (   ) 2 1 

             (   ) 2 1 

              (   ) 2 1 

             (   ) 2 2 

            (   ) 2 2 

           (   ) 2 2 

     (   ) 3 3 

              (   ) 3 3 

            (   ) 3 3 

Table 8  - Usage of features regarding the preceding and the following tokens. 
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Since typically each data element will have values with different characteristics, a feature 

is necessary to capture the data element where the text is contained. We defined the feature 

           (   )   , where D denotes the set of data element identifiers of the data model (for 

example, in data encoded in XML, these identifiers consist of the xml element’s namespace and 

element’s name). 

Additional features are defined in similar way, but they refer to the previous or following 

tokens instead of the current one. Table 8 presents the features used in this way and the token 

offsets used for each one. 

4.5.2 Implementation Details 

In this section we provide some relevant details of the implementation of our approach, in 

particular we address text tokenization and the CRF implementation and configuration.  

Tokenization of the text inside the data elements is performed only at word level. No 

sentence or paragraph tokenization is performed, since in many cases well-structured sentences 

are not present in the data and the results of sentence and paragraph tokenization could 

invalidate the detection of patterns in the data.  

Word tokenization is performed in a language independent way. We also justify this 

option to avoid the breaking of patterns in the data, in particular in cases where punctuation is 

used in the data with different meanings than it has in natural language text. We have applied 

the word breaking rules of UNICODE [139]. 

The CRF implementation used was provided by the Java implementation in the MALLET 

- Machine Learning for Language Toolkit [138]. The CRF was configured to use the three 

previous states in the sequence in the labelling of the sequence, and was trained using an 

objective function for CRFs that consists in the label likelihood plus a Gaussian prior on 

parameters. 

4.6 Parsing and Classification Approach 

The evaluation of the features used in the approach based on CRFs revealed a strong 

importance of the features aimed at locating potential names of entities (this evaluation will be 

presented in Section 4.7).  Based on these results we developed another approach with a 
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stronger focus on the recognition of the names. In this approach, we use manually crafted 

parsing rules to locate possible named entities, combined with a binary classification model that 

classifies each of the located named entities as being of a given entity type, or as being 

something else. 

This section first presents the named entity recognition process applied for this approach. It 

then follows with the definition of the features for the binary classifier used in this approach, 

and finalizes with some implementation details.  

4.6.1 Description of the Process 

The activity diagram in Figure 5, depicts the named entity recognition process of this 

approach. The initial text tokenization text is performed as in the sequence model approach 

(described in Section 4.5). In the task that follows, the tokens are analysed in order to locate 

possible named entities. Each of the entity types has a specific implementation to locate possible 

names, since each entity type has different naming characteristics. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Activity diagram of the parsing and classification approach. 

For person names, our approach is based in the words that exist in person names in VIAF, 

and if they are used capitalized, not capitalized, as a first name, and as a surname. When these 
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words are present in the text, they are considered possible person names if they follow certain 

defined patterns.  

A person name is located if a sequence of tokens is found according to some defined 

patterns. Figure 6 presents these patterns in Augmented Backus–Naur Form [157], using the 

value-ranges surname (the set of all first names found in VIAF), first-name (the set of all first 

names found in VIAF), initial (one single Latin letter followed by a period), non-capitalized-

name (the set of all names found non-capitalized in VIAF), and capitalized-name (the set of all 

names found capitalized in VIAF).  

A possible organization name is located if a sequence of tokens is found according to the 

patterns in Figure 7. This Figure uses the value-ranges non-capitalized-name (the set of all 

names found in VIAF, after transformation to lowercase), and capitalized-name (the set of all 

names found in VIAF, applying capitalization). 

 

person-name = (  

surname “,” (first-name / initial) *(initial /  

capitalized-name / non-capitalized-name) 

/ (first-name / initial) *(initial / capitalized-name /  

non-capitalized-name) surname 

/ first-name *(initial / capitalized-name /  

non-capitalized-name) (first-name / initial / surname) 

/ *(initial / surname / non-capitalized-name) surname 

/ first-name ) 

Figure 6 - Possible sequences used to locate person names. 
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organization-name =  

capitalized-name *(capitalized-name / 1*2non-capitalized-name 

 capitalized-name)) 

Figure 7 - Possible sequences used to locate organization names. 

For location names, we consider Geonames to contain all possible names to be 

recognized. Therefore we apply an exact name matching with any location name existing in 

Geonames. 

The following task of the process checks for overlaps between all the possible entity 

names. The overlapping names indicate ambiguity, and this information is used later in the 

process by the predictive model.  

The next task calculates several features that will support the conditional model in the 

calculation of the probability of each possible name being of the detected type. For each 

possible name, the feature calculation task results in a feature vector f=(f1,…,f23), which is used 

in the next task of the process to calculate the conditional probability p(yj|f). The features used 

for this model will be thoroughly described in the next section. 

For the calculation of p(yj|f) we adopted a supervised machine learned model. We 

approached this calculation as a binary classification problem. Since the names are assigned a 

possible entity type yj in the initial parsing task of the process, the binary classification is an 

adequate model since the requirement is to distinguish one entity type from all other possible 

ambiguous cases (other entity types and also common words). Therefore we have built three 

binary classifiers, each one trained for a different entity type. 

In the final step of the process, the results given by the classifiers are processed in order to 

select the names to recognize. This task applies a minimum probability threshold to the 

classifier results, and any names that were classified with a probability below the threshold are 

not recognized. Also, when more than one name overlaps, only the one with the highest 

probability is recognized. 
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4.6.2 Features of the Predictive Model 

For describing the features used by the predictive model let a possible name be denoted 

by sj and its entity type be denoted by yj. sj is the segment of the input sequence x, with a start 

position tj, and an end position uj.  

The following features, which are based on those already defined for the sequence model 

approach in Section 4.5, are used by this conditional model: 

            (    )  

           (    ) 

                     (    ) 

               (    ) 

             (    ) 

      (      )  

      (      ) 

      (      ) 

      (      ) 

      (      ) 

The part-of-speech features defined earlier are also used, but they are used together in a 

single feature that captures if the recognized name is ambiguous with a non-proper noun word: 

             (    )

        (    )           (    )               (    )

          (    )                 (    ) 

Additional features were defined for this approach. These features analyse the names 

located in the previous step of the process, and try to capture some aspects that may provide 

evidence for the correct recognition of the names.  

We defined a feature that captures if the name was found in the middle of a larger 

sequence of capitalized words. This feature is defined as follows: 

       (    )               (      )                 (      )  

              (      )                (      ) 

The length of the name and the amount of tokens are captured by the features: 
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          (    )  ∑            (   )
  

    
 

              (    )        

A feature was defined to capture some evidence regarding the relevance of the name: 

             (    )   . By relevance we mean the likelihood of being a name of the 

entity type in question. This feature is calculated differently for each entity type. For locations, 

it is defined in the same way as in the sequence model approach, based in the population ant 

type of entity. Therefore its definition is: 

             (    )              (    ) 

For persons, the feature is also based on the features used for the sequence model 

approach. The relevance of the name is defined as the sum of the highest value obtained in the 

features defined for detecting first names, surnames and non-capitalized names, for all tokens of 

the name. The definition of the feature is: 

∑
    (               (   )              (   ) 

                     (   ))

  

    
 

For organizations, the feature is defined in a similar way, as the sum of the feature 

                (   ) of all tokens of the name: 

∑                 (   )
  

    
 

When two names overlap, completely or partially, four features capture evidence about 

the ambiguous name. Let sk denote an overlapping segment of sj. The feature  

                  (  )    captures the entity type associated with sk.  In addition, three 

other features capture some more about the ambiguous name:           (    ), 

             (    ), and               (    ). 

For each possible name, the feature calculation task results in a feature vector 

f=(f1,…,f23), which is used in the next task of the process to calculate the conditional probability 

p(yj|f) by means of a  supervised machine learned model. 
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4.6.3 Implementation Details 

In this section we provide some relevant details of the implementation of our approach, in 

particular we address text tokenization and the prediction model implementation and 

configuration.  

Tokenization of the text inside the data elements is performed only at word level. No 

sentence or paragraph tokenization is performed, since in many cases well-structured sentences 

are not present in the data and the results of sentence and paragraph tokenization could 

invalidate the detection of patterns in the data.  

Word tokenization is performed in a language independent way. We also justify this 

option to avoid the breaking of patterns in the data, in particular in cases where punctuation is 

used in the data with different meanings than it has in natural language text. We have applied 

the word breaking rules of UNICODE [139]. 

For the implementation of the machine learned binary classifier, several algorithms were 

evaluated and compared using the same procedure presented later in Section 4.7. A summary of 

the evaluation results of each classifier is presented in Table 9, and more details of the results 

and the configuration of each algorithm are presented in Appendix 1 (for the classifier for the 

entity type person), Appendix 2 (for the classifier for the entity type organization), and 

Appendix 3 (for the classifier for the entity type location).  

We have chosen to use the Random Forest [158] algorithm, since it consistently resulted in 

higher results in the F1-measure and lower mean absolute error, for cross-validation tests, in all 

three classifiers.  

For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the Weka 

software [175]. The implementation of the adopted Random Forest algorithm was also from 

Weka, and it was configured for using twenty trees of ten features. 
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Algorithm 
F1-measure 

(persons) 

F1-measure 

(organizations) 

F1-measure 

(locations) 

Bayesian Network [160] 0.9886 0.4513 0.8379 

Naïve Bayes [159] 0.9835 0.4002 0.7866 

Support Vector Machine [161] 0.9914 0.4490 0.8083 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 0.9927 0.6114 0.8376 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 0.9854 0.3517 0.7395 

Voted Perceptron [166] 0.9892 0.0000 0.6188 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 0.9918 0.5926 0.8192 

Instance based: IBk [167] 0.9921 0.5926 0.8190 

Instance based: K* [168] 0.9938 0.7089 0.8565 

Decision Table [169] 0.9925 0.5000 0.8342 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 0.9919 0.4801 0.8421 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 0.9935 0.6993 0.8702 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 0.9937 0.4699 0.8410 

Random Forest [158] 0.994 0.756 0.8958 

RandomTree [158] 0.9935 0.6751 0.8457 

Table 9 – Summary of the evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms 

for the entity types person, organization and location. 

4.7 Evaluation 

The evaluation of our approach was performed in the data sets from Europeana
8
, which 

consist in descriptions of digital objects of cultural interest. This data set follows a data model 

using mainly Dublin Core elements [7], and named entities appear in data elements for titles, 

textual descriptions, tables of contents, subjects, authors and publication.  

                                                      

8 http://www.europeana.eu/ 
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The data set contains records originating from several European providers from the 

cultural sector, such as libraries, museums and archives. Several European languages are 

present, even within the description of the same object, for example when the object being 

described is of a different language than the one used to create its description.  

 Providers from where this data originates follow different practices for describing the 

digital objects, which causes the existence of highly heterogeneous data. Lexical evidence is 

very limited in this data set, so it provides a good scenario for the evaluation of the evidence 

made available by the structure and textual patterns of the data. 

This section describes the experimental setup and its results. It will follow with the 

description of the data set used for evaluation, and then describe the evaluation procedure. 

Results of the evaluation are presented afterwards, and it finalizes with the results of the 

evaluation of individual features used in each of the approaches. 

4.7.1 Evaluation Data Set 

An evaluation of our approach was performed on a selected collection of metadata 

records from Europeana. This collection was created by randomly selecting records in the 

English language. The selection process was done in two steps: first, all records in the English 

language were selected from all Europeana data providers; and second, a random selection of 

records was performed, balancing the number of records chosen across different providers. 

The evaluation data set was manually annotated. In very few cases, the manual annotation 

was uncertain, because the data records may not contain enough information to support a correct 

annotation. For example, some sentences with named entities were too small and no other 

information was available in the record to support a decision on the classification of the named 

entities to their entity type. Annotation was performed as follows: 

 Named entities were annotated with their enamex type; 

 If the annotator was unsure of the enamex type of a named entity, he would annotate it 

as unknown. These annotations were not considered for the evaluation of the results, 

and any recognition made in these entities was discarded. 

In total, the evaluation data set consisted in 120 records containing in its elements 584 

references to persons, 457 to locations and 153 to organizations, as shown in Table 10.  
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Data 

element 
 Element definition

9
 Pers. Locat. Organiz. 

Title A name given to the resource. 142 86 26 

creator / 

contributor 

An entity primarily responsible for making the 

resource / An entity responsible for making 

contributions to the resource.  

156 0 27 

Subject The topic of the resource. 60 136 16 

Coverage 

The spatial or temporal topic of the resource, the 

spatial applicability of the resource, or the 

jurisdiction under which the resource is relevant. 

0 79 0 

Description An account of the resource. 199 75 33 

table of 

contents 
A list of subunits of the resource. 10 29 3 

Publisher 
An entity responsible for making the resource 

available. 
17 52 48 

 Total:  584 457 153 

Table 10 - Data elements studied in the data set and total annotated named entities. 

4.7.2 Evaluation Procedure 

The accuracy of the results of our approach was compared with that of other two 

approaches: one was the implementation of a conditional maximum entropy model [136], taken 

from the OpenNLP package; the other was based on conditional random fields [137], from the 

Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (Stanford NER). For both cases, we used the respective 

predictive models trained on the CoNLL 2003 English training data [22]. However, since in all 

tests the Stanford NER performed better than OpenNLP, for readability, we only present the 

results of Stanford NER as our baseline for comparison. 

Since our predictive models were trained on the evaluation data set, all the measurements 

were obtained using cross-validation tests, which have been widely accepted as a reliable 

method for calculating generalization accuracy [140]. Cross-validation involves partitioning the 

evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing on one subset, while training on the 

                                                      

9 Element definitions were taken from the Dublin Core Metadata Terms. 
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remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different partitions, and the 

validation results were averaged over the ten runs. 

As the entity recognition evaluation method, we have used the exact-match method. This 

method has been used in several named entity recognition evaluation tasks [22] [141]. In the 

exact-match method, an entity is only considered correctly recognized if it is exactly located as 

in the manual annotation. Recognition of only part of the name, or with words that are not part 

of the name, is not considered correct. In combination with the exact-match method, we used 

the metrics of precision, recall and F1-measure.  

To evaluate on the balance between results in precision and recall, we have taken 

measurements at several minimum confidence thresholds. For the baseline and our sequence 

model approach, we only consider a named entity to be recognized if the joint probability of the 

corresponding segment is equal or above the minimum confidence threshold. For our parsing 

and classification approach, we only consider a named entity to be recognized if the probability 

given by the classifier is equal or above the minimum confidence threshold. 

4.7.3 Results 

The overall results of the evaluation of all entity types are presented in Figure 8, and the 

results of the entity types person, organization and location are presented in Figure 9, Figure 10 

and Figure 11, respectively.  

The results of our approaches were higher than the baseline for all entity types, metrics 

and confidence levels.  

The differences between our sequence model approach and the baseline were statistically 

significant with P>0.001 for all metrics except for the entity type location where, in the lowest 

confidence threshold, we obtained P>0.01 on the three metrics. 

The differences between our classification approach and the baseline were statistically 

significant with P>0.001 for all the overall results, except for the precision result on the lowest 

confidence level. Although the differences on the particular entity types were not always 

statistically significant, at the confidence level of 0.5, all were statistically significant with 

P>0.001 for all metrics. 
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Figure 8 – Precision, recall and F1-measure results of all enamex entity types measured on 

the evaluation data set. 
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Figure 9 – Precision, recall and F1-measure results of the person entity type measured on 

the evaluation data set. 
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Figure 10 – Precision, recall and F1-measure results of the organization entity type 

measured on the evaluation data set. 
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Figure 11 – Precision, recall and F1-measure results of the place entity type measured on 

the evaluation data set. 
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An analysis of the results of our approaches, comparing with the baseline, can best be 

made by comparing our sequence model approach with Stanford NER, since both are based on 

CRFs. Although the implementation of CRFs used in both approaches is not the same, and other 

differences exist on how CRFs are used, we believe that the difference in the results obtained 

with both approaches is due to the different features used, therefore supporting our initial 

hypothesis that the semantic context of the data structure, and non-lexical features, could 

support entity recognition. An interesting result can be observed at the lowest confidence 

threshold result for the entity location, where Stanford NER was actually able to achieve a F1 of 

0.68, but the probability given by the CRF predictive model was close to zero for more than 

70% of the recognized named entities. This observation suggests that the lack of lexical 

evidence had a major impact in the results of Stanford NER. 

Comparing our two approaches, better overall results were achieved by the parsing and 

classification approach, particularly at the confidence level of 0.5. At this confidence level, the 

difference between the results of the two approaches were statistically significant for all metrics 

(P>0.001).  

Analysis of the results obtained in each entity type shows that the classification and 

parsing approach achieved better results for persons and locations in all metrics, but performed 

worse than the sequence model approach for organizations. The parsing and classification 

approach performed much lower in recall, but with higher precision (P<0.01). Our interpretation 

of these results is that the names of organizations are much harder to be parsed correctly in a 

generic way, as we tried in our approach. Names of organizations are more ambiguous with 

common words, or may have words that do not exist but in the name of a particular 

organization. A different approach for parsing organizations may be necessary, or the current 

approach may need to be supported by a more comprehensive list of organization names. 

Results of all approaches generally showed lowest values for recall than for precision. In 

our sequence model approach overall recall ranged from 0.55 to 0.82 while overall precision 

ranged from 0.77 to 0.91. In our classification approach overall recall ranged from 0.52 to 0.81 

while overall precision ranged from 0.52 to 0.99.  Given the importance of the features based on 

the names of entities, as show in the next section on feature evaluation, we believe that the 

lower recall is mainly caused by names that had no presence in the entity names data sets. 

However we were not able to empirically support this analysis. 
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The overall best results were obtained by the parsing and classification approach, which 

at the confidence level of 0.5, was able to achieve a precision of 0.99 and 0.79 recall. We 

believe these values reached levels high enough to support a wide range of information 

extraction applications. 

4.7.4 Evaluation of Features 

In order to evaluate the contribution of each feature for the quality of the entity 

recognition results, we have performed a feature selection evaluation based on the wrapper 

methodology [143]. This method employs cross-validation using the actual target learning 

algorithm to estimate the accuracy of subsets of features.  

The features of both approaches were evaluated independently. This section will first 

present the evaluation of the sequence model, and follow with the parsing and classification 

model. 

4.7.4.1 Features of the Sequence Model Approach 

To conduct this evaluation, we have grouped related features (for example, all features 

related with part-of-speech were considered one group), and performed an exhaustive 

evaluation for all combinations of groups of features. In total, we formed 10 groups of features 

and tested all combinations of 7 groups. Each feature combination was evaluated by a 10-fold 

cross-validation test and the best performing feature combination, measured by the F1, of each 

fold was noted.  

 Table 11 summarizes the results, by showing how often each feature was present in the 

best performing combination of the 10 folds, for all entity types, and for each type individually. 

Since the features related with the names of the entities were essential for the overall results, on 

the evaluation on the individual entity types, we always used combinations including these three 

groups of features, so that the results could be more easily compared and analysed.  

All features contributed to the best performing combination, for all entity types, in at least 

two of the cross-validation folds. The features used the least, for the best overall results, 

         (   ) and                     (   ), were often used when evaluated on the 

results of the individual entity types. Therefore we believe that all features should be used when 

applying this approach to other data sets. 
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We can also observe that the features that detected the names of the entities were always 

used in the overall results. And, in addition, the features      (   ),             (   ), 

          (   ),              (   ), and             (   ) were used very often. This 

seems to indicate that textual patterns were very relevant for providing evidence for entity 

recognition. 

Feature groups Included in best combination 

 all types persons locations organizations 

               (   ) 

             (   ) 

                    (   ) 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

                (   ) 100% 100% 100% 100% 

            (   ) 100% 100% 100% 100% 

     (   ) 

              (   ) 

            (   ) 

90% 50% 70% 70% 

             (   ) 

            (   ) 
80% 50% 100% 60% 

       (   ) 

       (   ) 

            (   ) 

         (   ) 

             (   ) 

              (   ) 

70% 60% 70% 50% 

          (   ) 60% 70% 50% 50% 

           (   ) 60% 60% 30% 50% 

         (   ) 20% 60% 10% 20% 

                    (   ) 20% 50% 70% 80% 

Table 11 - Results of the evaluation of the features used in the sequence model approach. 

In the results of the feature          (   ), it is worth noting that it was used only in 10% or 

20% of the folds in the overall results for locations and organizations, but for persons it was 

used in 60% of the folds. This indicates that the textual patterns where persons are referenced 
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were distinct across data elements, while for the other entity types the patterns were more 

uniform across data elements. Our analysis pointed that, in the data elements for creators and 

contributors, the names for persons often appeared in inverse order (that is, surname, 

first_names), while in the other elements they appeared in direct order (that is, first_names 

surname). 

4.7.4.2 Features of the Parsing and Classification Approach 

The feature evaluation for the parsing and classification approach was performed on all 

features independently. In this evaluation, due to the high number of features, we were not able 

to test every possible feature combination. Therefore, we searched for the best combinations of 

5 features .using a genetic algorithm [163]. The search was based on the highest F1-measure 

results obtained on a 10-fold cross-validation test.  

Table 12 summarizes the results, by showing how often each feature was present in the 

best performing combination of the 10 folds for the classifiers of each entity type individually, 

and the overall results of all classifiers.  

All features contributed to the best performing combination, for all entity types, in at least 

30% of the cross-validation folds. Therefore we believe that all features should be used when 

applying this approach to other data sets. 

Similarly to the sequence model approach, the features captured the relevance of the 

names of the entities were always used, and those that capture characteristics of the name 

(length, number of tokens) were also used frequently. These results reinforce the importance of 

the names themselves in providing the necessary evidence for entity recognition. 

The features capturing the ambiguity with other entity types were also frequently used, 

and generally ranked higher than the features that captured ambiguity with common words. 

The context provided by the data element where the texts were located, was very relevant 

in this approach, since the feature            (    ) was used in all folds. In combination 

with the frequent use of the features that captured the previous and following tokens, this 

evaluation indicates that textual patterns were very relevant for providing evidence for entity 

recognition, and different data fields express different patterns. Also of note was that the 

adjacent tokens were very relevant, while the other tokens where used much less frequently. 
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Feature All. Pers. Org. Loc. 

           (    ) 100% 100% 100% 100% 

             (    ) 100% 100% 100% 100% 

     (      ) 90% 100% 90% 80% 

          (    ) 90% 80% 100% 90% 

              (    ) 90% 100% 100% 70% 

     (      ) 83% 100% 50% 100% 

                      (    ) 83% 90% 70% 90% 

              (    ) 70% 60% 100% 50% 

                   (    ) 57% 60% 30% 80% 

                       (    ) 57% 80% 50% 40% 

             (    ) 53% 70% 30% 60% 

       (    ) 50% 30% 50% 70% 

     (      ) 43% 20% 60% 50% 

          (    ) 43% 30% 50% 50% 

     (      ) 40% 50% 70% 0% 

                  (  ) 40% 30% 30% 60% 

                    (    ) 37% 10% 50% 50% 

     (      ) 30% 10% 40% 40% 

Table 12 - Results of the evaluation of the features used in the parsing and classification 

approach. 

4.8 Case Study Conclusions 

In this case study, we presented two approaches for the task of named entity recognition 

in structured data containing free text as the values of its elements. These approaches exploit the 

semantic context given by the data structure, and are based on the extraction of features from 

the text, which allow the predictive models to function largely independently of the availability 

of lexical evidence. 
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The overall best results were obtained by a parsing and classification approach, which 

combines manually crafted parsing rules to locate possible named entities, with a conditional 

model for binary classification model to for the calculation of the probability of a correct 

recognition of the names. This approach achieved a precision of 0.99 and 0.79 recall, while the 

sequence model approach achieved a precision of 0.87 and a recall of 0.69. Both approaches 

achieved results significantly higher than those obtained with a named entity recognition system 

developed for well-formed text.  

The performance of the parsing and classification approach was only consistently lower 

than the sequence model on the recall of the organization entity type. Our analyses suggested 

that the characteristics of the organizations’ names may require other parsing approaches. 

Names of organizations are more ambiguous with common words, or may have words that do 

not exist but in the name of particular organizations. 

Another conclusion of these experiments was that in the absence of strong lexical 

evidence for entity recognition, the names themselves are the major source of evidence. Each 

entity type presents names with different words and lengths, and also with different degrees of 

ambiguity with common words and entity types. This conclusion is also supported by the better 

results obtained with the parsing and classification approach, which has a strong focus on the 

names of the entities through the use of  manually crafted parsing rules. 

In this case study we observed an association between data elements and textual patterns. 

This observation is supported by the results of the features evaluation, which, in both 

approaches, has shown a high relevance in the features that captured the textual patterns.  

Across the studied data elements, we observed a variety of degrees of availability of 

lexical evidence, and heterogeneous textual patterns across data elements. Lexical evidence was 

explored by our approach, and was shown, by the feature evaluation test, to be positively 

contributing for the accuracy of entity recognition. However, it appeared to be insufficient for 

entity recognition tools for well-formed text, since the performance of these tools was much 

lower.  

Although we have specifically studied data sets following one single data model, the data 

model contained seven poorly structured data elements, each with different semantics and 

containing different types of text, and the data originated from multiple data providers. For this 
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reason, we believe our approaches and conclusions have general applicability to other poorly 

structured data models. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Knowledge organization systems, such as thesauri and taxonomies, are nowadays 

generally available within the framework of the Semantic Web. Within these data sets, each 

individual record represents one concept, but in many cases the represented concept is actually a 

combination of several concepts, such as a topic bounded in geographical and temporal scopes. 

Although the overall concept is represented in structured form, and therefore available with 

some semantics for machine processing, it’s individual sub concepts may not be structured, 

which limits what machines can infer from knowledge organization systems.  

In this case study, we addressed the recognition of locations, topics, events and time 

periods, and also the resolution of locations. We studied one particular type of knowledge 

organization systems, which has been developed over the years by libraries and that is generally 

known as subject heading systems. Assignment of subject headings to the items within their 

collections is a part of bibliographic organization tasks carried out by libraries. Subject headings 

aid the user to discover items in the catalogue that pertain to similar subject matter [144]. 

Subject headings present a scenario with particular characteristics for the application of 

entity recognition and resolution. In subject headings lexical evidence is scarce, since the 

headings are a concatenation of simple textual references to concepts.  

The Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) is the most widely used subject 

headings system in the world [144]. It was originally designed for use in the Library of 

Congress’ catalogues only, but is nowadays used also internationally
10

. The following are some 

examples of subject headings from LCSH: 

 East Frisian Islands (Germany) 

 Potsdamer Platz (Berlin, Germany) 

 Danube River--Navigation 

 Québec (Québec)--History--French and Indian War, 1755-1763 

 United States--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Propaganda 

 Cass Lake (Cass County and Beltrami County, Minn. : Lake) 

 Portugal--Economic conditions--20th century 

                                                      

10 More information on the Library of Congress Subject Headings is available at http://id.loc.gov/authorities/  
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 Portugal--History--Revolution, 1974 

In these examples we can observe the heterogeneity of the structure of subject headings. 

Some delimiting punctuation (“--“) is used between the main concepts but they do not provide 

any clues about the type of the entities that they delimit.  

The desired output result, of the entity recognition task, is the location of the entities and 

the identification of their type, as shown in Figure 12. 

The two tasks of entity recognition and resolution were addressed separately in this is 

case study. This chapter will follow with the description and evaluation of the approach for 

entity recognition, and then present the approach for entity resolution of locations. This chapter 

will also present the results of the application of our approach in two knowledge organizations 

systems, in different languages, which have been made available, by their maintaining 

organizations, within the framework of the Semantic Web. This chapter finalizes with the main 

conclusions of the case study.  

 

 

Figure 12 – Examples of entity recognition in subject headings. 

 

Québec (Québec)--History--French and Indian War, 1755-1763 

[GEO Québec] ([GEO Québec])--[TOPIC History]--[HISTORIC French and 

Indian War], [TIME 1755-1763] 

 

Portugal--History--Revolution, 1974 

[GEO Portugal]—[TOPIC History]--[HISTORIC Revolution], [TIME 1974] 

 

Potsdamer Platz (Berlin, Germany) 

[GEO Potsdamer Platz] ([GEO Berlin], [GEO Germany]) 
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5.2 The Approach for Entity Recognition  

We opted for a sequence labelling approach for recognizing entities in subject headings. 

The core of our approach lies in identifying the most likely sequence of labels for the words and 

punctuation marks in any given subject heading. The labels used correspond to the target four 

entity types (locations, topics, time periods, and historical periods) plus a label for “not an 

entity”. 

In the remainder of this section we will shortly introduce the predictive model for 

sequence labelling used in our approach, and then describe the specific features for building our 

model.  

5.2.1 The Predictive Model  

We use as a basis the model of conditional random fields (CRF) which we introduced 

previously in Section 4.4. For this specific problem of recognizing entities in subject headings, 

the words and punctuation marks (tokens) of the subject heading form our sequence. Based on 

the tokens, we defined a set of features that capture the major characteristics of the 

representation of the entities, and would allow the construction of a general predictive model.  

We opted to use only features that are language independent, so that the predictive model 

could be applied to subject headings systems in other languages than the one used for building 

it. For this reason the words in the subject headings are not used themselves as features, as often 

is done in natural language processing. Only characteristics of the words, which we considered 

largely language independent, are captured by the features. The features we used are presented 

in Table 13. 

In addition, other features, similar to isHyphen(x, i), were defined for other punctuation 

marks: coma, colon, semicolon, period, underscore, open bracket, close bracket, open square 

bracket, close square bracket, apostrophes and quotation marks. 

Additional feature functions are defined in similar way as the previous ones, but they 

refer to previous or following tokens, instead of the current one. The features isWord, isNumber, 

isWhitespace, and all punctuation mark features (isHyphen, etc.) are applied also regarding the 

preceding three tokens, and the following two tokens. 

In total, the CRF predictive model is based on 96 features. 
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Feature Description 

isWord(x, i) 1  if the token at position i is a word; 0 otherwise 

isNumber(x, i) 1  if the token at position i is a number; 0 otherwise 

isCapitalizedWord(x, i) 
1  if the token at position i is a word and the first letter is capitalized; 

0 otherwise 

isInitial (x, i) 1  if the token at position i has just one letter; 0 otherwise 

isTinyWord(x, i) 
1  if the token at position i is a word with character length == 2; 0 

otherwise 

isSmallWord(x, i) 
1  if the token at position i is a word with character length >2 and <= 

4; 0 otherwise 

isYear(x, i) 
1  if the token at position i is a number that maybe a representation of 

an year; 0 otherwise 

headingSection(x, i) Number of  previous “--" separators 

isWhitespace(x, i) 1  if the token at position i is a whitespace; 0 otherwise 

isHyphen(x, i) 1  if the token at position i is an hyphen; 0 otherwise 

Table 13 - Features for entity recognition in subject headings. 

Tokenization of the subject headings’ text is performed only at word level. No sentence 

or paragraph tokenization is performed, since well-formed sentences are not present in the data 

and the results of sentence and paragraph tokenization could invalidate the detection of textual 

patterns.  

Word tokenization is performed in a language independent way. We also justify this 

option to avoid the breaking of patterns in the data, in particular in cases where punctuation is 

used in the fields with different meanings than it is has in natural language text. We have 

applied the word breaking rules of UNICODE [139]. 

The CRF implementation used was provided by the Java implementation in the MALLET 

- Machine Learning for Language Toolkit [138]. The CRF model was configured to use the 

three previous states in the sequence in the labelling of the sequence, and was trained using an 

objective function for CRFs that consists in the label likelihood plus a Gaussian prior on 

parameters. 
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5.2.2 Evaluation 

An evaluation of the recognition technique was performed on a subset of the Library of 

Congress Subject Headings. A random selection of 800 subject headings was made from subject 

headings whose main concept is geographic.  The subject headings were manually annotated. 

All entities in the label of the concept were identified and annotated with the corresponding 

type: geographical entities, topics, time periods, and historical periods. Table 14 summarizes the 

amount of entities found for each entity type. In total, 1985 entities were found in the 800 

subject headings, resulting on an average of 2.48 entities per subject heading. 

 

Subject 

Headings 

Geographical 

Entities 
Topics Time 

Historical 

Periods 

Total 

Entities 

800 1348 371 200 66 1985 

Table 14 - The LCSH evaluation data set. 

For the evaluation method we have chosen the exact-match method, which has been used 

in several named entity recognition evaluation tasks, such as the Conference on Language 

Resources and Evaluation [141] and the Conference on Natural Language Learning [22].  

In the exact-match method, an entity is only considered correctly recognized if it is 

exactly located as in the manual annotation. Recognition of only part of the name, or with words 

that are not part of the name, is not considered correct. The measures for precision, recall and 

F1-measure are taken. 

Since our predictive model was trained on the evaluation data set, all the measurements 

were obtained using cross-validation tests, which has been widely accepted as a reliable method 

for calculating generalization accuracy [140]. Cross-validation involves partitioning the 

evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing the classifier on one subset, while 

training it on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different 

partitions, and the validation results were averaged over the ten runs. The results obtained, 

broken down by entity type, are show in Table 15. 
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Entity Type Precision Recall F1-measure 

Locations 0.981 0.978 0.980 

Topics 0.981 0.970 0.976 

Time  0.985 0.985 0.985 

Historical Periods 0.942 0.985 0.963 

All Entities 0.980 0.978 0.979 

Table 15 - Measured precision, recall and F1-measure, using 10-fold cross-validation. 

We consider the results obtained to be good indication that entities can be reliably 

recognized in subject headings, in a language independent way, and that the CRF based 

predictive model was able to capture the patterns in the data, achieving an overall F1-measure of 

0.979.  

Our analysis from the observation of the cases where the entities were not correctly 

recognized, indicate that with some simple language specific features (such as using a feature 

identifying the word “and”) or with the use of dictionaries of entity names, potentially better 

results could be achieved. This kind of features can be used in scenarios where language 

independence is not necessary. 

5.3 The Approach for Locations Resolution 

In the case of locations, it can be observed in the examples in Figure 12 (presented 

earlier, on page 75), that the locations contained in a subject heading may be referred to by 

name only, or by further using additional location names, which are higher in the hierarchy of 

administrative subdivisions (country, region, state, etc.). It is crucial that the recognition phase 

is able to identify all these location names, so that the step of resolution can choose the right 

candidate from the geographic ontology. 

The resolution of the recognized location names consists mainly in two problems: 

disambiguation of the place name, and estimating the probability that a correct resolution was 

made. The ambiguity problems in location names can be characterized according to two types, 

namely geo/non-geo or geo/geo [145]. Geo/non-geo ambiguity refers to the case of place names 

having other non-geographic meanings (e.g., Georgia may refer to the country or to a person). 
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Some common words are, for instance, also place names (e.g., Turkey). On the other hand, 

geo/geo ambiguity arises when two distinct places have the same name. The geo/non-geo 

ambiguity is addressed during the recognition phase, while geo/geo ambiguity is addressed 

while resolving the recognized location names. 

We have measured the level of geo/geo ambiguity in the place names found in subject 

headings, by matching the place names found in the geographic subject headings from LCSH 

and RAMEAU
11

 against the location names in the Geonames ontology [17]. We have found 

52% of place names to be ambiguous in LCSH, and 71% in RAMEAU. Table 16 shows the 

detailed results.   

 

System 
Total Subject 

Headings 

Ambiguous Place Names 

2 candidates 3 candidates 4 candidates 5+ candidates Total 

LCSH 61610 
6199 

(10%) 

3381 

(5%) 

2110 

(3%) 
20205 (33%) 

31895 

(52%) 

RAMEAU 53301 17283 (32%) 
4206 

(8%) 

2568 

(5%) 
13738 (26%) 

37795 

(71%) 

Table 16 - Ambiguity in the place names found in LCSH and RAMEAU (calculated by 

matching the place names against the places names in Geonames). 

The ambiguity of location names has mainly been addressed by the Geographic 

Information Retrieval community, from which several approaches have been proposed in the 

past. For instance, in [146], a system to resolve locations mentioned in transcripts of news 

broadcasts is described.  In [147], it is reported a value of 96% precision for geographic name 

disambiguation in Japanese text, with a gazetteer of 96,000 Japanese place names. A variety of 

approaches have been surveyed in [148], where it is concluded that most methods rely on 

gazetteer matching for performing the recognition, together with natural language processing 

heuristics for performing the resolution.  

                                                      

11 RAMEAU (Répertoire d’autorité-matière encyclopédique et alphabétique unifié) is a subject heading system in the 

French language. More information is available at http://www.cs.vu.nl/STITCH/rameau/ 
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5.3.1 The Predictive Model 

The predictive model for resolution of the names of locations has, as input, the resulting 

names of the entity recognition described previously in Section 5.2. The resolution task aims to 

find a single entity in geographic ontology for the whole subject heading. When more than one 

place name has been recognized in a subject heading, the resolution system tries to find part_of 

relationships between the place names, since they typically refer to related administrative 

divisions. 

The first step of this task is to find all possible candidates for the resolution in the 

geographic ontology, of the first recognized place name. In the next step, features are extracted 

for each of the resolution candidates. Table 17 presents these features and how they are 

extracted. 

For choosing a resolution candidate for the subject heading, reasoning is performed on 

the extracted features, and each candidate is classified as match or non-match. The classifier 

provides the probability of each of the candidates being the correct one, and the one with the 

highest probability is chosen. If none of the resolution candidates achieves a minimum 

probability threshold for the class match, no alignment is established. 

The resolution reasoning is implemented through a machine learned binary classifier 

component. Several machine leaning classification algorithms were evaluated and compared 

using the same procedure presented later in Section 5.3.2. A summary of the evaluation results 

of each classifier is presented in Table 18, and more details of the results and the configuration 

of each algorithm are presented in Appendix 4. For the final implementation we have chosen to 

use the Random Forest [158] algorithm, since it consistently resulted in higher results in the F1-

measure and lower mean absolute error, for cross-validation tests. 

For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the Weka 

software [175]. The implementation of the adopted Random Forest algorithm was also from 

Weka, and it was configured for using ten trees of eight features. 
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Feature Description 

Number of words 
The number of words in the place name. Place names with more 

words are more likely to be correctly resolved. 

Name match 

If the recognized place name matched: the main name of the place; 

an alternate name in the language of the subject heading; an alternate 

name without language; an alternate name in another language. 

If more than one name match, the feature will take the most relevant 

match.  

Exact name match 
A Boolean value indicating if the recognized place name matched 

exactly the place name or if not all words matched. 

Relative population 

A real value between 0 and 1, indicating the relative population of 

the candidate in comparison with the other candidates. The candidate 

with the highest population has a value of 1, and 0 corresponds to 

non-populated places. 

Geographic feature type 

The type of geographic feature type of the candidate: continent, 

country, administrative division, island, city, natural landmark 

(rivers, mountains, forests, etc.), and other. 

We opted to use this simpler list to allow independence from the 

geographic ontology.  

Related places found 

The number of other place names recognized in the subject heading 

(typically administrative divisions) which were found in the 

administrative hierarchy of the candidate.  

Relative related places 

A real value between 0 and 1, indicating the relative number of 

administrative divisions found in the subject heading, in comparison 

to the other candidates.  

In source country 

A Boolean value stating if the candidate is located in one of the 

source countries of the subject heading system. In the subject 

headings, the country of the place is often omitted when it is located 

in the country where the subject heading system is maintained. 

For LCSH, we used as source countries: The United States of 

America, Canada and Australia. For RAMEAU, we used France. 

Table 17 - Feature space for the place name resolution classifier. 
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Algorithm F1-measure 
Mean absolute 

error 

Bayesian Network [160] 0.9886 0.0276 

Naïve Bayes [159] 0.9835 0.0317 

Support Vector Machine [161] 0.9914 0.0164 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 0.9927 0.0155 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 0.9854 0.0356 

Voted Perceptron [166] 0.9892 0.0207 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 0.9918 0.0157 

Instance based: IBk [167] 0.9921 0.0158 

Instance based: K* [168] 0.9938 0.0185 

Decision Table [169] 0.9925 0.0248 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 0.9919 0.033 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 0.9935 0.0157 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 0.9937 0.019 

Random Forest [158] 0.994 0.015 

RandomTree [158] 0.9935 0.0144 

Table 18 - Summary of the evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms 

for resolution of locations. 

5.3.2 Evaluation 

This section presents the evaluation results regarding the resolution of the location names. 

This evaluation was also performed on the subset of the Library of Congress Subject Headings 

describe in Section 5.2.2, but in addition, the subject headings were manually annotated with the 

corresponding resolution in Geonames. For the 800 subject headings, 262 (33%) headings had 

no correspondence in Geonames (for example, they referred to historical places that do not exist 

nowadays) therefore the evaluation data set for the resolution task was performed in 538 subject 

headings.  

Two evaluations of different parts of the resolution task were performed. The first 

evaluation checked the contribution of each individual feature for the resolution process. The 
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second evaluation checked the overall quality of the machine learned classification model for 

resolution.  

Evaluation of the individual features was performed using the wrapper methodology 

[143]. This method consists in using the prediction performance of the learning machine to 

assess the relative usefulness of subsets of features.  

An exhaustive search of all feature combinations was performed. Each combination was 

evaluated by a 10-fold cross-validation test and the best performing feature combination was 

noted.  Table 19 summarizes the results, by showing the features that were present in the best 

performing combination of the 10 folds. Since all features contributed to the correct resolution 

in at least one fold, all features were used in the final system. 

 

Feature 
Number of folds 

(%) 

Relative population  100% 

Related places found  90% 

Name match 80% 

Number of words 80% 

Relative related places 70% 

Exact name match  40% 

Geographic feature type  30% 

In source country 20% 

Table 19 - Evaluation results of the features for resolution. 

The overall quality of the machine learned classification model was evaluated by 

measuring precision, recall and F1-measure on a 10-fold cross-validation test on the evaluation 

data set.  
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Figure 13 – Location name resolution precision, recall and F1-measure, measured using 

10-fold cross-validation. 

In this evaluation, each resolution candidate was tested independently of all others, unlike 

in the final system, where only the highest probability candidate is chosen. A candidate was 

considered valid if the probability given by the resolution classifier for the class match is higher 

than a minimum threshold (the minimum confidence level). The measurements were taken at 

six levels of minimum confidence, and they are shown in Figure 13. 

We consider the results to be a positive indication that the predictive model is not over 

fitting the training data. The measured value for the mean absolute error (0.016) also supports 

this analysis. The system is able to achieve very high precision of 97% at 40% recall, or reach a 

recall of 83% at 85% precision.  

The complete approach, including the two tasks of recognition and resolution, was also 

evaluated by a 10-fold cross-validation test on the evaluation data set.  

The resolution of a subject heading to a Geonames location is only established if the 

resolution candidate with highest probability, given by the resolution classifier, is higher than a 

chosen minimum confidence level. The measurements were taken at six levels of minimum 

confidence, and they are shown in Figure 14. Note that for the calculation of the recall, only 

those subject headings that had corresponding entry in Geonames were considered. 

The system is able to achieve very high precision of 99% with 76% recall. Perfect 

precision was achieved, but with a steep loss of recall to 46%. The F1-measure shows that small 
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increases in precision, obtained by increasing the minimum confidence threshold, lead to higher 

relative losses in recall. The best F1-measure result of 93% was obtained on the lowest 

confidence level. 

Summing up, we conclude that very high precision is possible, leading to very reliable 

resolution of location names, and that recall lowers considerably if high precision is required. 

Applications should therefore choose the appropriate confidence level for their own objectives. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Alignment precision, recall and F1-measure, measured using 10-fold cross-

validation. 

5.4 Application in Semantic Web Open Data Sets  

In this section we present the outcomes of the application of our approach to improve the 

semantics of two complete subject heading systems, by recognizing and resolving the references 

to locations in the geographic concepts represented within these systems. 

Knowledge organization systems can nowadays be more widely used if made available 

within the framework of the Semantic Web [152]. The SKOS Simple Knowledge Organization 

System [153] has been developed for this purpose, and it provides a practical way to represent 

knowledge organization systems using the Resource Description Framework. 
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Several libraries have taken the initiative to make subject heading systems widely 

available by representing them in SKOS and making them available as open linked data. Some 

known examples are LCSH (on which we developed and evaluated our approach) [155], the 

Répertoire d’autorité-matière encyclopédique et alphabétique unifié
12

 (RAMEAU), and 

Schlagwortnormdatei
13

 (SWD), which are subject heading systems in English, French and 

German, respectively. 

As subject heading systems become available as open linked data, the value of linking all 

their concepts, and sub concepts, to their representation in other open data sets becomes more 

relevant. For example, several millions of resources have assigned subjects from these systems, 

in libraries catalogues and digital libraries. Improving the semantics of knowledge organization 

systems has the potential to benefit the retrieval and access to all these resources. It is also 

relevant to notice that LCSH is one of the vocabulary encoding schemes
14

 defined in the Dublin 

Core terms for resource description
15

, which are widely used in the Web for describing millions 

of resources [7]. This context provided a relevant scenario for the application of our approach.  

Geonames is also available as open linked data in the framework of the Semantic Web 

[17]. For this reason, we have applied our approach to automatically establish SKOS alignments 

between the geographic concepts in two knowledge organization systems and Geonames. The 

two addressed systems were in the English language (LCSH) and in the French language 

(RAMEAU). At the time the word was performed, a similar knowledge organization system in 

German (SWD) was only partially available as open data, and the geographic concepts were not 

included. For this reason it could not be processed.  

All geographic concepts of both systems were processed by our system, as described in 

sections 5.2 and 5.3. The output of our system was used to create SKOS statements using the 

SKOS mapping properties, whose purpose is to state mapping (or alignment) links between 

                                                      

12 http://www.cs.vu.nl/STITCH/rameau/ 

13 http://www.d-nb.de/eng/hilfe/service/linked_data_service.htm 

14 A vocabulary encoding scheme provides contextual information that aids in the interpretation of the data elements’ 

values. Such contextual information may take the form of controlled vocabularies, such as knowledge organization 

systems. 

15 http://dublincore.org/ 
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concepts in different knowledge organization systems, where the links are inherent in the 

meaning of the linked concepts [154]. These statements were expressed in SKOS, as follows: 

 When all recognized entities in the label of the concept where part of the name of the 

resolved location, or of the name of a location in its political administrative 

hierarchy, a skos:closeMatch
16

 statement was created. 

 When other entity names where recognized in the label of the concept, a 

skos:broadMatch
17

 statement was created. 

 It is not possible to express in SKOS the confidence given by the resolution step of 

our system. For this reason we expressed the confidence of the alignment as a 

statement about the main alignment statement. For this we used the EDOAL 

(Expressive and Declarative Ontology Alignment Language) [156]. In particular, we 

used the edoal:measure which is define By EDOAL as “the confidence in the 

assertion that the relation holds between the first and the second entity (a value 

between 0 and 1, which is given as a distance between entities: the higher the value, 

the higher the confidence
18

)”. 

The final results of the alignments of LCSH and RAMEAU with Geonames are presented 

in Table 20, which shows the number of alignments established, at different minimum 

confidence levels. Figure 15 presents the same information expressed in percentages of total 

existing geographic concepts within the respective knowledge organization system. 

Analysing these results, by comparing with what was previously presented in the 

evaluation of our approach in Section 5.3.2, the percentage of alignments was slightly lower 

than expected. On the evaluation data set we observed that 33% of LCSH geographic concepts 

had no alignment in Geonames, and the measured recall ranged from 46% to 91%. Therefore, 

we expected to find alignments for 30% to 60% of the geographic concepts, but found 18-56% 

in RAMEAU, and 24-57% in LCSH. This difference however, is not statistically significant 

(P>0.10), therefore it does not invalidate or support the results of or evaluation. 

                                                      

16 The property skos:closeMatch is used to link two concepts that are sufficiently similar that they can be used 

interchangeably in some applications. 

17 The property skos:broadMatch is used to relate a concept to a another concept, resources in different knowledge 

organization system, that is more general in meaning. 

18 From “A format for ontology alignment” available at http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/format.html 
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Geographic Concepts Aligned with Geonames LCSH RAMEAU 

No alignment found 26698 23295 

confidence >= 0.3 34912 30006 

confidence >= 0.5 30281 29412 

confidence >= 0.7 26885 20517 

confidence >= 0.8 25976 19726 

confidence >= 0.9 24518 17492 

confidence >= 0.99 14737 9329 

Total geographic concepts 61610 53301 

Table 20 - Total geographic concepts from LCSH and RAMEAU aligned with Geonames. 

 

 

Figure 15 - Percentage of geographic concepts from LCSH and RAMEAU aligned with 

Geonames. 
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5.5 Case Study Conclusions 

This case study addressing subject heading systems presented a scenario where the text 

had no grammatical structure. Although lexical evidence was very scarce, the text presented 

very reliable patterns which were able to provide solid evidence for entity recognition.  

Entity recognition was designed to be language independent, the words in the subject 

headings are not used themselves as features, as typically is done in natural language 

processing, instead, only characteristics of the words were used. Therefore, lexical evidence was 

barely used by our approach, but it still achieved an F1-measure of 93%. In this use case, the 

results clearly shown that the textual patterns were able to compensate for the lack of lexical 

evidence. 

In the location resolution task, we could not observe a significantly different scenario for 

entity resolution than what is usually observed in the contexts of well-formed text. The typical 

entity resolution process was applicable to this scenario and the predictive model was based on 

features often used in the resolution of location names [9][145][146][147] [11]. 
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6.1 Introduction 

This case study addresses the entity recognition and resolution process for the entity type 

location. This process is usually known as geoparsing because it is focused on geographic 

information. Although it is still a much researched topic, commercial services offering 

geoparsing functionality are available nowadays. Metacarta, a commercial company focused on 

geographic information retrieval technology, provides a freely-available Web service that can be 

used to recognize and disambiguate place references over text [134]. Another commercial 

example is the Yahoo! Placemaker Web service
19

.  

In this case study, we describe and analyse a system we developed to provide similar 

geoparsing functionality as the above services, but supporting structured data in the geoparsing 

process. The implementation of this system followed our general approach for entity recognition 

and resolution in poorly structured data.  

We performed an evaluation of this system by conducting a comparison of its results with 

those of an available commercial system. We applied both systems to a poorly structured data 

set, and analysed the results according to the hypothesis of this dissertation.  

This section will first describe the implementation of our general approach in this 

geoparsing system, and then follow with presentation of the results of the evaluation. The 

section finalizes with the main conclusions of the case study.  

6.2 System Description 

This case study addressed the data sets from Europeana. These data sets contain records 

originating from several European providers from the cultural sector. These data records contain 

text in several languages, even within the description of the same object. For example when the 

object being described is of a different language than the one used to create its description. 

More information on the Europeana data sets may be found in Section 4.6. 

The system was designed to be largely language independent. This design decision 

allowed us to test the viability of an approach that does not rely on lexical evidence for the 

recognition of the location names. Language independence was also relevant, given the 

                                                      

19 http://developer.yahoo.com/geo/placemaker/ 
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multilingual environment of Europeana and also the Web in general. The commercial service, 

which with compared to, is also prepared for the multilingualism that characterizes the Web. 

This Section will first describe the architecture of the implemented system and follow 

with the details of the execution of a process of recognition and resolution of location names. 

The diagrams presented in this section use the notation of the Unified Modelling Language 

specification [150]. 

6.2.1 Architecture 

The main software components of the system are depicted in Figure 16. The basic text 

processing and tokenization is done according to the language independent word breaking rules 

of UNICODE [139], implemented by the TextTokenizer component.  

 

Figure 16 – System’s components diagram. 

A language independent approach was also chosen for the method of location name 

recognition. Recognition is done by the LocationNameRecognizer component, based on 

sequential lookups of the text tokens in a collection of known location names. Therefore 

recognition is performed without using any lexical evidence (although some lexical evidence is 

gathered for later use in the process). This collection of location names was created from all the 

names, and alternative names, of all locations described in the Geonames gazetteer [17]. To 

ensure the performance of the name lookup operations, the location names were indexed in a B-

tree [151]. We also use a collection of person names indexed in a separate B-tree. This 

collection is used to provide evidence, which may help in the decision of not recognizing the 

name as a location, since it may actually be a reference to a person. In addition, the 
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LocationNameRecognizer component extracts some evidence about the recognition of the name 

for later reasoning. 

The system is designed to be as independent of the data format as possible. Any operation 

dependent of the data format in use is abstracted by an interface, implemented by the 

DataFormatHandler component. Current implementations include support for Dublin Core [7] 

and Europeana Semantic Elements [113]. 

The LocationResolver component is responsible for extracting any further evidence that 

can be used for reasoning. Evidence can also be gathered from the data record, including other 

fields besides those where the existence of location names is being analysed. The 

LocationResolver uses the GeonamesClient component for searching in Geonames. The 

GeonamesClient uses the Geonames web services interface for finding all possible locations 

with a recognized name.  

The DataFormatHandler provides data from the data records to the LocationResolver, 

which will compare it with data obtained from Geonames, in order to support the resolution of 

the location names.  

The ultimate decision to recognize a location name and its resolution are also done by the 

LocationResolver, through a machine learned binary classifier component. The decision to use a 

binary classifier instead of a sequence label classifier was based on the fact that we wanted the 

system to be independent of language and lexical evidence, and also due to the predominance of 

short sentences in poorly structured data.  

For the implementation of the LocationResolver, several machine leaning classification 

algorithms were evaluated and compared using the same procedure presented later in Section 

6.3.2. A summary of the evaluation results of each classifier is presented in Table 21, and more 

details of the results and the configuration of each algorithm are presented in Appendix 5. For 

the final implementation we have chosen to use the Random Forest [158] algorithm, since it 

consistently resulted in higher results in the F1-measure and lower mean absolute error, for 

cross-validation tests. 
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Algorithm F1-measure 
Mean absolute 

error 

Bayesian Network [160] 0.9093 0.1826 

Naïve Bayes [159] 0.8749 0.2625 

Support Vector Machine [161] 0.8778 0.2115 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 0.8938 0.1898 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 0.8725 0.2922 

Voted Perceptron [166] 0.8732 0.219 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 0.9045 0.1453 

Instance based: IBk [167] 0.9054 0.1458 

Instance based: K* [168] 0.9364 0.1044 

Decision Table [169] 0.9287 0.1932 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 0.925 0.2341 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 0.9368 0.1239 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 0.914 0.1955 

Random Forest [158] 0.9439 0.1545 

RandomTree [158] 0.9333 0.1505 

Table 21 - Summary of the evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms 

for recognition and resolution of locations. 

For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the Weka 

software [175]. The implementation of the adopted Random Forest algorithm was also from 

Weka, and it was configured for using twenty trees of five features 

More details about the role of each component in the execution of a location name 

recognition and resolution process are provided in the following section. 

6.2.2 Recognition and Resolution Execution 

The execution of a data geoparsing request is depicted in Figure 17. In the first step, the 

DataFormatHandler selects the elements of the record where location names should be 

recognized. For example, from the Dublin Core, the following elements are analysed: 
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 dcterms:spacial  

 dc:coverage 

 dc:title 

 dcterms:alternative 

 dc:subject 

 dc:description 

 dcterms:tableOfContents 

 

 

Figure 17 – Sequence diagram of a data geoparsing request. 

The above selection of fields was done with information retrieval in mind, but a different 

choice of the fields could have been made if a different purpose was intended. The definition of 

the Dublin Core elements is available in [7]. 

Each field is tokenized and location names are recognized by name lookup of the word 

tokens. When a location name is found, some information is associated with it for later usage as 

evidence for resolving the name. The evidences gathered at this stage are: 

 An identifier, such as an URI, of the data field; 

 If the name was found in the beginning of a sentence; 
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 The length of the name in characters; 

 The number of words in the name; 

 The case of the name. If the name was found in lowercase, uppercase, or with only 

the first letter in uppercase; 

 If the name was found in the middle of a sequence of tokens, which all have the first 

letter in uppercase; 

 The token that immediately preceded the location name; 

 If the previous token was found in a collection of person names; 

 If the location name was also found in a collection of person names. 

The recognized location names, their associated evidence, and the complete data records 

are then processed by the LocationResolver component. The first step at this stage is to find 

evidence in the data record, which may support the recognition and resolution of the location 

names. Our implementation supports two types for this kind of evidence: 

 Record country provenance – the country of origin of the data record. The Dublin 

Core DataFormatHandler will try to identify the country from a dcterms:provenance 

field. 

 Record and resource languages – The Dublin Core DataFormatHandler will try to 

identify the languages from a dcterms:language field. 

The next task performed by the LocationResolver is to find all possible candidates for the 

resolution of a recognized location name to a location described in Geonames. The location 

name is used to query Geonames via its web services interface, which then returns locations 

with the same or a similar name. These locations will be the candidates for resolution of the 

name. 

On the next step, further evidence is gathered for each of the possible resolutions of each 

location name. The following evidence is gathered:  

 Country and country of origin comparison – indicates if the resolution candidate is 

located in the same country as the origin of the data record; 

 Number of other locations also from the same country found in the same record; 

 Location name comparison – Indicates if the name matched the main name of the 

location, or if it matched a variant name. 
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 Languages matched – indicates if the matched name was in the same language as the 

data record or  resource; 

 The shortest edit distance between the recognized name and the names of the 

resolution candidate, including name variants; 

 The sum of the geographical distance to the other locations found in the same record. 

The distances are calculated from the coordinates of the locations’ geographical 

centre. 

 The type of geographic feature (continent, country, administrative area, city, etc.); 

 The population of the location. 

This final decision to choose a resolution candidate for each recognized name is made by 

the GeoparsingClassifier, by reasoning on the gathered evidence, and classifying it as match or 

non-match. The predictive model for this classifier is built from 19 features based on the 

evidence gathered at the various stages of the process. 

The classifier outputs the probability of each of the resolution candidates being the 

correct one. The one with the highest probability is chosen and returned in the final answer. If 

none of the resolution candidates achieves a minimum probability threshold for the class match, 

the name is considered not to be referring to a location, so it is ignored and not included in the 

results. 

6.3 Evaluation 

The evaluation of our approach was performed in the data sets from Europeana. Lexical 

evidence is very limited in this data set, so it provides a good scenario for the evaluation of the 

evidence made available by the structure of the data. 

The results of our system were evaluated by two methods. First, a cross-validation test 

aimed to prevent the system from over fitting the training data. And second, to compare the 

results against those obtained by another existing similar service, namely Yahoo! Placemaker.  

6.3.1 The Evaluation Data Set 

The evaluation was performed on a selected collection of data records from Europeana. 

This collection was created by selecting records containing location names that exist in the 

Geonames gazetteer. In order to have heterogeneous data, only up to 20 records were selected 
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from each data provider, yielding a total of 752 records. This allowed the collection to have 

diverse languages and data with different characteristics. 

The evaluation collection was processed by two geoparsers, our system and the Yahoo! 

Placemaker service (described in Section 6.3.3 - Comparative Evaluation). The results of both 

geoparsers were inspected and annotated by a person. The manual annotation was sometimes 

uncertain, because the data record may not contain enough information to enable a person to do 

the annotations. For example, some sentences with location names were too small and no other 

information was available in the data record to support a decision. Annotation was performed as 

follows: 

 Location names were annotated as location and include the identifier (an URI) of the 

location in Geonames; 

 If the annotator was not sure if a mentioned entity was a location, he would annotate 

it as unknown. These annotations were not considered for the evaluation of the 

results; 

 If the annotator was sure that a mentioned entity was a location, but could not know 

for sure how to disambiguate it, it would be annotated as location_unknown. These 

annotations were used only for testing the entity recognition phase, and were not 

considered for the evaluation of the final results; 

 If, for any name, the annotator was able to identify the country of the location but 

was not able to disambiguate between alternatives within that country, he would use 

his own judgment to choose the most likely location (the most populated, for 

example). Although these annotations seem uncertain, they mimic the desired 

behaviour for the system, so they were considered for the evaluation of the results; 

 If a name was not being used to refer to a location (for example, if it is an ambiguous 

word, or is the name of a person) it would be annotated as not_location. These 

annotations were considered for the evaluation.  

In total, the 752 records of the evaluation collection contain 2823 annotated location 

names. 
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6.3.2 Evaluation of the Classifier 

The reasoning component of the system was trained on the evaluation collection. In order 

to prevent it from over fitting to the training data, we performed a cross-validation test. 

For this evaluation, the measurements of precision, recall and F1-measure were taken. The 

system only recognizes location names if the probability given by the Random Forest classifier 

for the class match is higher than a minimum threshold (the minimum confidence level). The 

measurements were taken at five levels of minimum confidence, and they are shown in Figure 

18. 

We consider the results to be a positive indication that the predictive model is not over 

fitting the training data. The measured values for the mean absolute error (0.16) and Root Mean 

Squared Error (0.26) also support this analysis. 

During the manual annotation process we noticed the high level of uncertainty of 

geoparsing. Therefore, we consider the results for precision and recall to be of good quality. 

 

Figure 18 – Measured precision, recall and F1-measure, using 10-fold cross-validation. 

The system is able to achieve very high precision of 0.99 at 0.55 recall, or reach a recall 

of 0.79 at 0.86 precision. These results show that, when using our system, it is necessary to 

carefully choose a minimum confidence level, since to obtain near 1.0 precision, recall lowers 
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considerably. Application developers should therefore choose the appropriate confidence level 

for their own objectives.  

Summing up, we conclude the following from the cross validation evaluation: 

 The classifier is not over fitting to the training data; 

 A very high precision is possible to obtain, but at the expense of recall; 

 Recall never reaches very high levels, and lowers considerably if high precision is re-

quired. 

6.3.3 Comparative Evaluation 

To compare the results of our system against alternative solutions we have chosen to 

evaluate it against the Yahoo! Placemaker service. Placemaker was chosen because it is a 

commercial state-of-the-art system providing similar geoparsing functionality. However, 

Placemaker does not support the geoparsing of data records so it can only be used as a black 

box geoparser. 

This evaluation setup allowed us to evaluate our general approach. Since the Placemaker 

is prepared for geoparsing texts, if our system could outperform Placemaker than we would 

support our hypothesis that the context given by the metadata records can be exploited for 

performing location name recognition and resolution, and achieve better results. 

For this comparison, the evaluation collection was processed by both systems and the 

results compared against those of the manual annotations. As before, the values of precision, 

recall, and F1-measure were calculated, and they are shown in Figure 19, Figure 20 and Figure 

21, respectively. 

Analysis of the results shows that our system generally performed better than 

Placemaker. The differences in the results between the two systems are statistically significant 

on all measures (p<0.001), except for the precision results on the lowest confidence level of 

0.25, which were not statistically significant (p>0.5). The superior results obtained by our 

system in this comparison, support our analysis from the cross-validation tests, that geoparsing 

involves a high level of uncertainty, and that the achieved results for precision and recall are 

very positive. 
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The consistently higher results in precision and recall can be analysed in two aspects: the 

gazetteer behind each system, and the evidence used for recognition and resolution. 

 

 

Figure 19 – Precision comparison between our system and the Yahoo! Placemaker. 

 

 

Figure 20 –Recall comparison between our system and the Yahoo! Placemaker. 
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Figure 21 – F1-measure comparison between our system and the Yahoo! Placemaker. 

Placemaker uses Yahoo! GeoPlanet
20

 as its gazetteer while our system uses Geonames. 

Both gazetteers seem similar in terms of comprehensiveness. They both contain data on more 

than six million locations and our observation, during the manual annotation of the evaluation 

collection, was that they are both comprehensive, although we did not measured it formally. The 

evidence our system used from data existing in Geonames (population, coordinates, 

administrative division hierarchy, and type geographic feature) is also available in GeoPlanet. 

So although we do not know the details of which data Placemaker uses from GeoPlanet, we 

don’t see any clear advantage of using Geonames over GeoPlanet. 

Both systems are quite different in terms the evidence used for recognition and resolution. 

Although the implementation details of Placemaker are unknown to us, given its orientation 

towards the Web, it likely bases its processing on lexical evidence, and expects larger textual 

documents. Our system uses very little lexical evidence, as it uses only word features and the 

token preceding the names (see Section 6.2.2). In addition, it also uses evidence from the data 

record, which Placemaker is unable to use. 

Although we cannot exactly determine the factors that allowed our system to obtain better 

results, we believe that the main factors are in its independence of lexical evidence and the use 

of evidence given by the structured data.  

                                                      

20 http://developer.yahoo.com/geo/geoplanet/ 
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6.4 Case Study Conclusions 

In this case study, we evaluated the performance of a system that implements our 

approach for performing location name recognition and resolution in poorly structured data. It 

was compared with a similar service oriented towards the web and grammatically well-formed 

text. 

In geoparsing services, which focus in the particular entity type location, the goal is to 

have the references to locations resolved to their corresponding entries in a gazetteer. This 

greatly influences the techniques used for the recognition of the names of locations, because the 

recognition is limited to a known set of names (those that exist in the gazetteer). Therefore, 

most methods rely on gazetteer name matching for performing the recognition of the names 

[128], making them less dependent on lexical evidence than the general purpose entity 

recognition methods, which are based in more elaborate natural language processing. We 

believe that this is the main reason behind the better results observed in the baseline of this case 

study (Yahoo! Placemaker), in comparison to the baseline in the case study on general entity 

recognition presented in Chapter 4 (Stanford NER). Another relevant factor is that in geoparsing 

systems, the recognition and resolution decisions are performed together, making more semantic 

evidence available to support the recognition of the names.  

Our system also applied gazetteer name matching for location name recognition, but used 

additional evidence given by the structured data, achieving better results. In particular, it used in 

its predictive model the semantic context of the text, given by the data element where the text 

exists, and also the comparison of the resolution candidates with the country of origin of the 

data record, which existed as structured data in the records. 

Summing up, the results of this case study support our hypothesis, particularly regarding 

the impact of the availability of lexical evidence on the quality of the results, and also in the 

positive contribution of the data elements’ semantic context to the quality of the results. 
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7.1 Introduction 

This dissertation addressed the problem of recognition and resolution of references to 

entities existing in texts within poorly structured data. Although entity recognition and 

resolution has been extensively researched in grammatically well-formed text, the text found 

within this kind of data presents a new scenario with different characteristics. We studied this 

problem by conducting a series of case studies on real data sets, which allowed us to analyse 

how state of the art techniques perform in this kind of data, and to develop and evaluate novel 

approaches.  

We tested the hypothesis that state of the art techniques underperform in this kind of data 

because lexical evidence may be present with different patterns than in grammatically well-

formed text, and also because the semantic context of the data element is not used as evidence. 

We also tested if state of the art techniques could be adapted to the characteristics of the data 

and perform close to human performance. In general, we could find support to this hypothesis in 

all the addressed case studies. 

This chapter will follow with the discussion of the overall findings of the three case 

studies, then follows with the main conclusions and scientific contributions of our work, and 

concludes with a discussion of future work. 

7.2 Discussion 

This section discusses the overall findings of the three case studies, from the point of 

view of the wider context of our hypotheses. We will first discuss the results in the scope of the 

entity recognition task, and follow with the discussion of the entity resolution task. 

7.2.1 Entity Recognition 

One of our initial observations noted that the texts within structured data could not 

contain enough lexical evidence to support the recognition of entities. Human readers can 

interpret these texts mainly because they are aware of the semantic context of the data element 

and because of their ability to distinguish between names of different entity types. All three case 

studies supported this analysis. 
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In the study of entity recognition in knowledge organization systems, lexical evidence 

was nearly absent.  Our approach was able to achieve near human performance (F1-measure of 

0.979), by focusing in the capture of patterns in the data. Our approach did not exploit any 

lexical evidence, or collections of names of entities, therefore, in this case the data elements 

were associated with textual patterns, which were able to support the recognition of the entities 

by themselves. The association between data elements and textual patterns was also observed in 

the results of the study of entity recognition in the Europeana data sets, where the results of the 

feature evaluation have shown high relevance for those features that captured the textual 

patterns. 

Our study of entity recognition in the Europeana data sets covered seven data elements, 

each with distinct semantics. In this study, we observed a variety of degrees of availability of 

lexical evidence, and heterogeneous textual patterns, across data elements. Lexical evidence was 

explored by our approach, and was shown, by the feature evaluation, to be positively 

contributing for the accuracy of entity recognition. However, it appeared to be insufficient for 

entity recognition tools designed for grammatically well-formed text, since the performance of 

these tools was much lower than their reported results in well-formed text corpora (F1-measure 

higher than 0.90) [16]. Our interpretation of these results is that, in structured data, it is essential 

to use entity recognition techniques that can adapt the use of lexical evidence to the 

characteristics of the text within different data elements. 

On the experiment focusing on the entity type location, the results obtained with our 

approach were higher than the baseline (Yahoo! Placemaker), but the difference was not as 

large as that obtained in the study using the Stanford NER as baseline (at the 0.5 confidence 

level, our approach performed above Yahoo! Placemaker with a 0.1 difference in F1-measure, 

while it performed above Stanford NER with a 0.47 difference). We believe these outcomes 

may be explained by Yahoo! Placemaker’s approach that applies both entity recognition and 

resolution at the same time. In these cases, the resolution data set (in this case a geographic 

gazetteer) provides to the entity recognition task a comprehensive collection of the names to be 

recognized, possibly making the entity recognition task less dependent on lexical evidence to 

recognize the names of entities.  

The importance of the evidence provided by the characteristics of the names of each 

entity type could also be observed in the evaluation results of the study focused on entity 

recognition. In the evaluation of the individual features of the entity recognition predictive 
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model, the features that capture evidence regarding the characteristics of the names of the 

entities were the most often used.  

7.2.2 Entity Resolution 

We could not observe, in the studied data sets, a significantly different scenario for entity 

resolution than what is usually observed in the contexts of grammatically well-formed text, and 

also of fully structured data. The typical entity resolution process (data selection, data 

normalization, comparison definition, and match conditions definition) was applicable in the 

scenarios we studied.  

The entity resolution process is highly dependent on the available data and its 

characteristics, and this aspect was also observed in our work. We addressed entity resolution in 

two case studies, and although both of them addressed resolution of the entity type location in 

the Geonames ontology, different evidence was available in the two studies, thus leading to 

different features for the classifier component responsible for the resolution reasoning. 

Although we did not address other entity types, based on our experience 

[11][70][72][120][121][122][123] and on literature review [67][74][77], it appears evident that 

each entity type presents a different setting for resolution. In our approaches addressing 

locations, we used features very specific to geographic entities, such as population, geographic 

distance, etc. [11][125][127][128]. A quite different set of features than those often reported to 

be used for persons, for example, which often explore social networks, and related entities 

[38][40][77]. 

In the conducted studies addressing the resolution of the entity type location, we have 

found supporting evidence that other data from the records can support the correct resolution of 

entities. This was observed in the Europeana data set, where a structured data element contained 

the country code of origin of the record, and 54% of the referenced locations where 

geographically contained in the country of origin of the data. 

Summing up, the typical entity resolution process is also applicable when addressing 

entity recognition and resolution in poorly structured data. The predictive models for entity 

resolution in grammatically well-formed text can be applied in poorly structured data, but, when 

available, evidence provided by data within the records should be included in the predictive 

model for better results.  
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7.3 Conclusion 

When addressing entity and recognition and resolution in poorly structured data, our 

findings have shown that the most affected task is entity recognition. For this task, we could 

observe, in all case studies, a significantly different scenario, when compared to what is usually 

observed in grammatically well-formed text.  

The texts within poorly structured data may not contain enough lexical evidence to 

support the recognition of entities, but the entities can still be recognized by using additional 

types of evidence, and by adapting the reasoning models to the evidence available in each 

individual data set.  

The values of data elements often present reoccurring textual patterns within a data set. 

However, these patterns may vary considerably across data elements. Therefore the approaches 

must be adaptable to each data element, making supervised machine learning based approaches 

very relevant for these cases.  

In two of the case studies, we have found evidence that the characteristics of the names of 

entities are also very relevant to support recognition. While on one study this fact was supported 

by the evaluation of the features that provided the evidence for recognition, on a second study, 

we have observed that when addressing entity recognition and resolution together, the resolution 

data set provides to the entity recognition task a comprehensive collection of the names to be 

recognized, possibly making the entity recognition task less dependent on lexical evidence to 

recognize the names.  

Regarding entity resolution, we could not observe in the case studies, a significantly 

different scenario than what is usually observed in the contexts of grammatically well-formed 

text. The typical entity resolution process was applicable in our case studies. In this task, we 

could only observe in one of the cases, that exploiting the semantic context associated with the 

data element and other existing data elements’ values within the data record, can provide 

additional evidence to support the resolution.  

Our work made a solid scientific contribution in the area of information extraction. We 

have characterized the references to entities in poorly structured data, and created research data 

sets, from which a ground truth for research could be built, and which future research may 

exploit. We have also created a novel general approach that consistently achieved better results 

in all three case studies, supporting its wider application.  
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Each of the case studies has individually provided a scientific contribution to its specific 

area. We believe that our specific approach for entity recognition in poorly structured data to be 

our major contribution. It provided major improvements over the baseline (0.27 to 0.47 higher 

F1-measure), and achieved much closer results (0.88 F1-measure) to those typically reported in 

grammatically well-formed text. We believe it can be used consistently to address any poorly 

structured data set. 

7.4 Future Work  

Future work may address two general areas: in the investigation of improvements to the 

entity recognition and resolution techniques; and in the application of these techniques to 

information extraction and other areas, such as knowledge discovery and data mining [173]. 

From the outcomes of our work, new hypothesis may be formulated towards 

improvements to the entity recognition and resolution techniques. Although we have shown that 

a supervised machine learning approach can adapt to the characteristics of the data, it is also 

possible that unsupervised, or weakly supervised, methods could also be applied, since these 

methods have been used successfully in the application of entity recognition in well-formed text 

[16]. In addition, it appears to be feasible that a carefully built predictive model, based on 

supervised machine learning, can be applied to any data set without requiring supervised 

training for each target data set.  

Future work may also address how the technics created in our work can be applied in a 

systematic way for information extraction tasks, when addressing poorly structured data sets. 

Information extraction frameworks, such as Gate [90], provide the possibility to apply a wide 

range of information extraction tasks on text. The integration of our approach for poorly 

structured data in this type of frameworks could allow other information extraction tasks, 

developed for grammatically well-formed text, to be seamlessly applied to poorly structured 

data. 

Structured data sets are often the subject of analysis by knowledge discovery and data 

mining processes. These processes however, are unable to effectively process the unstructured 

data elements, except in those cases where the application of data cleaning to the unstructured 

elements is enough to provide the necessary structured data to enable efficient processing [174]. 

The integration of our approach for poorly structured data with knowledge discovery tools could 

also enable the analysis of information residing within unstructured data elements. 
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This appendix contains the evaluation results obtained with several machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition of references to 

persons in data for resource description, presented in Section 4.6. For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the Weka 

software [175], and applied the evaluation procedure presented in Section 4.7.  

All the measurements were obtained using a cross-validation test. Cross-validation has been widely accepted as a reliable method for calculating 

generalization accuracy [140] of machine learned models. It involves partitioning the evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing on one 

subset, while training on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different partitions, and the validation results were 

averaged over the ten runs. 

This evaluation data set contained a total of 1536 instances, including positive and negative examples. In each cross-validation fold, 1382 

instances were used for training, and 154 instances were used for evaluating. In Table 22, we present the following measurements from the cross-

validation tests: 

 Algorithm – The name of the algorithm, a reference to the description of the algorithm, and any relevant configuration of the algorithm used 

for the evaluation. 

 Average Correct Instances - The average number of test instances correctly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Average Incorrect Instances - The average number of test instances incorrectly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Precision - The percentage of correctly classified instances in all test instances (weighted average of the two classes).  

 Recall - The percentage of correctly classified instances compared to all existing instances (weighted average of the two classes). 

 F1- The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, using equal weights for recall and precision. 

 Mean Absolute Error - An average of the absolute errors ei = | fi – 0.5 | , where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 

 Mean Squared Error - An average of the square of errors ei = (fi – 0.5)
2
, where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Bayesian Network [160] 135.9 17.7 0.8345 0.8707 0.8515 0.1308 0.3012 

Naïve Bayes [159] 130.0 23.6 0.7673 0.8577 0.8093 0.1700 0.3410 

Support Vector Machine [161] 

(using sequential minimal optimization algorithm [162]) 
136.2 17.4 0.8576 0.8446 0.8502 0.1131 0.3348 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 

(configured for  5 hidden layers, 0.3 learning rate, 0.2 

momentum, and 200 training epochs) 

134.6 19.0 0.8617 0.8123 0.8317 0.1292 0.3266 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 

(configured for 2 clusters with 0.1 standard deviation) 
132.6 21.0 0.8110 0.8423 0.8246 0.2011 0.3218 

Voted Perceptron [166] 

(configured for polynomial kernel exponent of 1.0 and 

10000 maximum alterations. 

120.9 32.7 0.7261 0.7105 0.7164 0.2129 0.4598 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance , and no distance weighing) 

133.6 20.0 0.8471 0.8045 0.8242 0.1302 0.3589 

Instance based: IBk [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance ) 

133.6 20.0 0.8466 0.8045 0.8240 0.1305 0.3584 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Instance based: K* [168] 

(missing attribute values estimated by averaging the 

attribute’s entropy curve, and using a global blending 

value of 20) 

140.0 13.7 0.8798 0.8890 0.8835 0.0922 0.2872 

Decision Table [169] 

(configured for attribute selection using a best first 

approach) 

129.8 23.8 0.8112 0.7776 0.7924 0.2416 0.3303 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 

(configured for ten boosting iterations) 
135.6 18.0 0.8891 0.7922 0.8364 0.2511 0.3162 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 

(configured to be post-pruned) 
139.3 14.3 0.8923 0.8610 0.8754 0.1139 0.2792 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 

(configured to be pruned with a confidence factor of 0.25) 
132.8 20.8 0.9307 0.6975 0.7956 0.2070 0.3210 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of four features) 
141.6 12.0 0.9224 0.8682 0.8938 0.1444 0.2472 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of four features) 
141.0 12.6 0.9131 0.8677 0.8891 0.1446 0.2549 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of four features) 
142.1 11.5 0.9279 0.8713 0.8981 0.1446 0.2453 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of four features) 
142.1 11.5 0.9312 0.8688 0.8982 0.1443 0.2436 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of ten features) 
141.92 11.68 0.921 0.876 0.897 0.13 0.245 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of ten features) 
141.3 12.3 0.916 0.87 0.892 0.13 0.252 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of ten features) 
142.28 11.32 0.925 0.878 0.9 0.129 0.242 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of ten features) 
142.54 11.06 0.928 0.88 0.902 0.129 0.241 

RandomTree [158] 

(configured for 4 features per node, unlimited depth, 

minimum weight by instance of 1.0, and no back fitting) 

136.9 16.7 0.8648 0.8491 0.8557 0.1390 0.2994 

Table 22 - Evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition of references to persons in data for resource 

discovery.
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This appendix contains the evaluation results obtained with several machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition of references to 

organizations in data for resource description, presented in Section 4.6. For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the 

Weka software [175], and applied the evaluation procedure presented in Section 4.7. 

All the measurements were obtained using a cross-validation test. Cross-validation has been widely accepted as a reliable method for calculating 

generalization accuracy [140] of machine learned models. It involves partitioning the evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing on one 

subset, while training on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different partitions, and the validation results were 

averaged over the ten runs. 

This evaluation data set contained a total of 1782 instances, including positive and negative examples. In each cross-validation fold, 1604 

instances were used for training, and 178 instances were used for evaluating. In Table 23, we present the following measurements from the cross-

validation tests: 

 Algorithm – The name of the algorithm, a reference to the description of the algorithm, and any relevant configuration of the algorithm used 

for the evaluation. 

 Average Correct Instances - The average number of test instances correctly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Average Incorrect Instances - The average number of test instances incorrectly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Precision - The percentage of correctly classified instances in all test instances (weighted average of the two classes).  

 Recall - The percentage of correctly classified instances compared to all existing instances (weighted average of the two classes). 

 F1- The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, using equal weights for recall and precision. 

 Mean Absolute Error - An average of the absolute errors ei = | fi – 0.5 | , where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 

 Mean Squared Error - An average of the square of errors ei = (fi – 0.5)
2
, where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Bayesian Network [160] 164.3 13.9 0.5778 0.3776 0.4513 0.0987 0.2412 

Naïve Bayes [159] 160.9 17.3 0.4411 0.3788 0.4002 0.1292 0.2686 

Support Vector Machine [161] 

(using sequential minimal optimization algorithm [162]) 
163.9 14.3 0.5530 0.3887 0.4490 0.0803 0.2824 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 

(configured for  5 hidden layers, 0.3 learning rate, 0.2 

momentum, and 200 training epochs) 

168.0 10.2 0.7437 0.5339 0.6114 0.0617 0.2222 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 

(configured for 2 clusters with 0.1 standard deviation) 
163.2 15.0 0.5113 0.2839 0.3517 0.1205 0.2526 

Voted Perceptron [166] 

(configured for polynomial kernel exponent of 1.0 and 

10000 maximum alterations. 

162.9 15.3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0859 0.2930 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance , and no distance weighing) 

166.7 11.5 0.6545 0.5530 0.5926 0.0645 0.2519 

Instance based: IBk [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance ) 

166.7 11.5 0.6545 0.5530 0.5926 0.0650 0.2517 
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Algorithm 
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Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Instance based: K* [168] 

(missing attribute values estimated by averaging the 

attribute’s entropy curve, and using a global blending 

value of 20) 

169.7 8.5 0.7528 0.6807 0.7089 0.0498 0.2097 

Decision Table [169] 

(configured for attribute selection using a best first 

approach) 

159.9 18.3 0.4581 0.5754 0.5000 0.1637 0.2524 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 

(configured for ten boosting iterations) 
166.1 12.1 0.7111 0.3839 0.4801 0.1489 0.2293 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 

(configured to be post-pruned) 
169.6 8.6 0.7508 0.6677 0.6993 0.0604 0.2056 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 

(configured to be pruned with a confidence factor of 0.25) 
166.5 11.7 0.7716 0.3567 0.4699 0.1045 0.2350 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of four features) 
171.6 6.6 0.9229 0.6222 0.7358 0.0724 0.1777 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of four features) 
170.8 7.4 0.8891 0.5956 0.7038 0.0730 0.1832 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of four features) 
171.7 6.5 0.9387 0.6209 0.7397 0.0725 0.1758 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of four features) 
171.8 6.4 0.9413 0.6195 0.7398 0.0727 0.1752 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of ten features) 
171.41 6.79 0.87 0.659 0.744 0.061 0.173 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of ten features) 
170.99 7.21 0.845 0.657 0.732 0.061 0.179 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of ten features) 
171.62 6.58 0.879 0.667 0.752 0.061 0.172 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of ten features) 
171.7 6.5 0.881 0.672 0.756 0.061 0.172 

RandomTree [158] 

(configured for 4 features per node, unlimited depth, 

minimum weight by instance of 1.0, and no back fitting) 

169.2 9.0 0.7561 0.6249 0.6751 0.0697 0.2069 

Table 23 - Evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition of references to organizations in data for 

resource discovery.
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This appendix contains the evaluation results obtained with several machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition of references to 

locations in data for resource description, presented in Section 4.6. For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the Weka 

software [175], and applied the evaluation procedure presented in Section 4.7. 

All the measurements were obtained using a cross-validation test. Cross-validation has been widely accepted as a reliable method for calculating 

generalization accuracy [140] of machine learned models. It involves partitioning the evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing on one 

subset, while training on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different partitions, and the validation results were 

averaged over the ten runs. 

This evaluation data set contained a total of 1656 instances, including positive and negative examples. In each cross-validation fold, 1490 

instances were used for training, and 166 instances were used for evaluating. In Table 24, we present the following measurements from the cross-

validation tests: 

 Algorithm – The name of the algorithm, a reference to the description of the algorithm, and any relevant configuration of the algorithm used 

for the evaluation. 

 Average Correct Instances - The average number of test instances correctly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Average Incorrect Instances - The average number of test instances incorrectly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Precision - The percentage of correctly classified instances in all test instances (weighted average of the two classes).  

 Recall - The percentage of correctly classified instances compared to all existing instances (weighted average of the two classes). 

 F1- The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, using equal weights for recall and precision. 

 Mean Absolute Error - An average of the absolute errors ei = | fi – 0.5 | , where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 

 Mean Squared Error - An average of the square of errors ei = (fi – 0.5)
2
, where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Bayesian Network [160] 150.3 15.3 0.8447 0.8339 0.8379 0.1106 0.2644 

Naïve Bayes [159] 146.3 19.3 0.8252 0.7547 0.7866 0.1429 0.3094 

Support Vector Machine [161] 

(using sequential minimal optimization algorithm [162]) 
148.7 16.9 0.8707 0.7573 0.8083 0.1022 0.3178 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 

(configured for  5 hidden layers, 0.3 learning rate, 0.2 

momentum, and 200 training epochs) 

150.7 14.9 0.8665 0.8204 0.8376 0.0966 0.2756 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 

(configured for 2 clusters with 0.1 standard deviation) 
143.3 22.4 0.8219 0.6779 0.7395 0.2029 0.3239 

Voted Perceptron [166] 

(configured for polynomial kernel exponent of 1.0 and 

10000 maximum alterations. 

133.7 31.9 0.7145 0.5520 0.6188 0.1926 0.4371 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance , and no distance weighing) 

149.7 15.9 0.8835 0.7671 0.8192 0.0963 0.3080 

Instance based: IBk [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance ) 

149.6 16.0 0.8829 0.7671 0.8190 0.0967 0.3073 
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Mean 
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Error 

Instance based: K* [168] 

(missing attribute values estimated by averaging the 

attribute’s entropy curve, and using a global blending 

value of 20) 

152.3 13.3 0.8755 0.8409 0.8565 0.0837 0.2723 

Decision Table [169] 

(configured for attribute selection using a best first 

approach) 

149.5 16.1 0.8190 0.8540 0.8342 0.1724 0.2688 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 

(configured for ten boosting iterations) 
151.0 14.6 0.8655 0.8234 0.8421 0.1911 0.2676 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 

(configured to be post-pruned) 
153.7 11.9 0.9014 0.8437 0.8702 0.0930 0.2482 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 

(configured to be pruned with a confidence factor of 0.25) 
150.2 15.4 0.8246 0.8612 0.8410 0.1470 0.2751 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of four features) 
155.5 10.1 0.9225 0.8616 0.8896 0.1187 0.2176 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of four features) 
154.8 10.8 0.9124 0.8576 0.8829 0.1197 0.2258 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of four features) 
155.8 9.8 0.9249 0.8664 0.8935 0.1191 0.2147 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of four features) 
156.1 9.6 0.9275 0.8686 0.8958 0.1189 0.2130 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of ten features) 
155.44 10.16 0.908 0.876 0.891 0.103 0.215 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of ten features) 
154.59 11.01 0.897 0.872 0.882 0.104 0.225 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of ten features) 
155.71 9.89 0.911 0.879 0.894 0.103 0.213 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of ten features) 
155.79 9.81 0.912 0.88 0.895 0.103 0.211 

RandomTree [158] 

(configured for 4 features per node, unlimited depth, 

minimum weight by instance of 1.0, and no back fitting) 

151.2 14.4 0.8573 0.8373 0.8457 0.1099 0.2663 

Table 24 - Evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition of references to locations in data for resource 

discovery.
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This appendix contains the evaluation results obtained with several machine learning classification algorithms for the resolution of references to 

locations in knowledge organization systems, presented in Section 5.3. For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from the 

Weka software [175], and applied the evaluation procedure presented in Section 5.3.2.  

All the measurements were obtained using a cross-validation test. Cross-validation has been widely accepted as a reliable method for calculating 

generalization accuracy [140] of machine learned models. It involves partitioning the evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing on one 

subset, while training on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different partitions, and the validation results were 

averaged over the ten runs. 

This evaluation data set contained a total of 19991 instances, including positive and negative examples. In each cross-validation fold, 14392 

instances were used for training, and 1599 instances were used for evaluating. In Table 25, we present the following measurements from the cross-

validation tests: 

 Algorithm – The name of the algorithm, a reference to the description of the algorithm, and any relevant configuration of the algorithm used 

for the evaluation. 

 Average Correct Instances - The average number of test instances correctly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Average Incorrect Instances - The average number of test instances incorrectly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Precision - The percentage of correctly classified instances in all test instances (weighted average of the two classes).  

 Recall - The percentage of correctly classified instances compared to all existing instances (weighted average of the two classes). 

 F1- The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, using equal weights for recall and precision. 

 Mean Absolute Error - An average of the absolute errors ei = | fi – 0.5 | , where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 

 Mean Squared Error - An average of the square of errors ei = (fi – 0.5)
2
, where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Bayesian Network [160] 1564.5 34.6 0.9968 0.9805 0.9886 0.0276 0.1299 

Naïve Bayes [159] 1549.5 49.6 0.9976 0.9698 0.9835 0.0317 0.1732 

Support Vector Machine [161] 

(using sequential minimal optimization algorithm [162]) 
1572.8 26.3 0.9927 0.9901 0.9914 0.0164 0.1276 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 

(configured for  5 hidden layers, 0.3 learning rate, 0.2 

momentum, and 200 training epochs) 

1576.9 22.3 0.993 0.9924 0.9927 0.0155 0.0970 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 

(configured for 2 clusters with 0.1 standard deviation) 
1554.9 44.2 0.996 0.975 0.9854 0.0356 0.1333 

Voted Perceptron [166] 

(configured for polynomial kernel exponent of 1.0 and 

10000 maximum alterations. 

1565.9 33.2 0.9826 0.996 0.9892 0.0207 0.1436 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance , and no distance weighing) 

1573.9 25.2 0.989 0.9946 0.9918 0.0157 0.0991 

Instance based: IBk [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using the 

Euclidean distance ) 

1574.9 24.2 0.9898 0.9944 0.9921 0.0158 0.0930 
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Instance based: K* [168] 

(missing attribute values estimated by averaging the 

attribute’s entropy curve, and using a global blending 

value of 20) 

1580.1 19.0 0.9916 0.996 0.9938 0.0185 0.0938 

Decision Table [169] 

(configured for attribute selection using a best first 

approach) 

1576.1 23.0 0.994 0.991 0.9925 0.0248 0.0927 

Alternate Decision Tree [170] 

(configured for ten boosting iterations) 
1574.2 24.9 0.9902 0.9936 0.9919 0.033 0.0927 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 

(configured to be post-pruned) 
1579.3 19.8 0.9927 0.9944 0.9935 0.0157 0.0993 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 

(configured to be pruned with a confidence factor of 0.25) 
1579.8 19.3 0.9925 0.9949 0.9937 0.019 0.0991 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of four features) 
1580.4 18.7 0.9933 0.9945 0.9939 0.0148 0.0930 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of four features) 
1580.1 19.0 0.9932 0.9943 0.9938 0.0148 0.0938 
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Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of four features) 
1580.4 18.7 0.9934 0.9943 0.9939 0.0149 0.0927 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of four features) 
1580.5 18.6 0.9935 0.9944 0.9939 0.0149 0.0927 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of eight features) 
1580.2 18.9 0.993 0.994 0.994 0.015 0.094 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of eight features) 
1580.17 18.93 0.993 0.994 0.994 0.015 0.095 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of eight features) 
1580.28 18.82 0.993 0.994 0.994 0.015 0.094 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of eight features) 
1580.17 18.93 0.993 0.994 0.994 0.015 0.094 

RandomTree [158] 

(configured for 4 features per node, unlimited depth, 

minimum weight by instance of 1.0, and no back fitting) 

1579.3 19.8 0.9928 0.9942 0.9935 0.0144 0.0993 

Table 25 - Evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms for the resolution of references to locations in knowledge 

organization systems. 
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This appendix contains the evaluation results obtained with several machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition and resolution 

of references to locations in resource discovery data, presented in Chapter 6. For all the tested classification algorithms, we used implementations from 

the Weka software [175], and applied the evaluation procedure presented in Section 6.3.  

All the measurements were obtained using a cross-validation test. Cross-validation has been widely accepted as a reliable method for calculating 

generalization accuracy [140] of machine learned models. It involves partitioning the evaluation data set into complementary subsets, testing on one 

subset, while training on the remaining subset. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed using different partitions, and the validation results were 

averaged over the ten runs. 

This evaluation data set contained a total of 2229 instances, including positive and negative examples. In each cross-validation fold, 2002 

instances were used for training, and 223 instances were used for evaluating. In Table 26, we present the following measurements from the cross-

validation tests: 

 Algorithm – The name of the algorithm, a reference to the description of the algorithm, and any relevant configuration of the algorithm used 

for the evaluation. 

 Average Correct Instances - The average number of test instances correctly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Average Incorrect Instances - The average number of test instances incorrectly classified, over the ten cross-validation folds. 

 Precision - The percentage of correctly classified instances in all test instances (weighted average of the two classes).  

 Recall - The percentage of correctly classified instances compared to all existing instances (weighted average of the two classes). 

 F1- The weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, using equal weights for recall and precision. 

 Mean Absolute Error - An average of the absolute errors ei = | fi – 0.5 | , where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 

 Mean Squared Error - An average of the square of errors ei = (fi – 0.5)
2
, where fi is the prediction given by the classifier for the correct class. 
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Algorithm 

Average  

Correct 

Instances 

Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Bayesian Network [160] 191.7 31.2 0.9041 0.915 0.9093 0.1826 0.3144 

Naïve Bayes [159] 176.0 46.9 0.8057 0.9599 0.8749 0.2625 0.3888 

Support Vector Machine [161] 

(using sequential minimal optimization algorithm 

[162]) 

175.8 47.2 0.7893 0.9887 0.8778 0.2115 0.4597 

Multilayer Perceptron [164] 

(configured for 9 hidden layers, 0.3 learning rate, 0.2 

momentum, and 200 epochs) 

185.8 37.1 0.8776 0.9116 0.8938 0.1898 0.3592 

Radial Basis Function Network [165] 

(configured for 2 clusters with 0.1 standard deviation) 
175.5 47.4 0.8083 0.9485 0.8725 0.2922 0.3846 

Voted Perceptron [166] 

(configured for polynomial kernel exponent of 1.0 

and 10000 maximum alterations. 

174.1 48.8 0.7876 0.9807 0.8732 0.219 0.4676 

Instance based: IB1 [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using 

the Euclidean distance , and no distance weighing) 

190.5 32.4 0.9134 0.8961 0.9045 0.1453 0.3800 

Instance based: IBk [167] 

(configured for searching the nearest neighbour using 

the Euclidean distance ) 

190.8 32.1 0.9142 0.8973 0.9054 0.1458 0.3784 
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Precision Recall F1 
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Error 

Instance based: K* [168] 

(missing attribute values estimated by averaging the 

attribute’s entropy curve, and using a global blending 

value of 20) 

201.0 22.0 0.9288 0.9445 0.9364 0.1044 0.3058 

Decision Table [169] 

(configured for attribute selection using a best first 

approach) 

197.8 25.1 0.9031 0.9563 0.9287 0.1932 0.2940 

Alternate Decision Tree (ADTree) [170] 

(configured for ten boosting iterations) 
196.8 26.1 0.9115 0.9395 0.925 0.2341 0.3081 

Best First Decision Tree [171] 

(configured to be post-pruned) 
201.0 21.9 0.9273 0.9467 0.9368 0.1239 0.2856 

C4.5 Decision Tree [172] 

(configured to be pruned with a confidence factor of 

0.25) 

192.7 30.2 0.8921 0.9374 0.914 0.1955 0.3185 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of five features) 
202.9 20.0 0.9277 0.9582 0.9426 0.1544 0.2592 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of five features) 
202.1 20.9 0.9253 0.9556 0.9401 0.1544 0.2638 
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Algorithm 
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Average 

Incorrect 

Instances 

Precision Recall F1 

Mean 

Absolute 

Error 

Mean 

Squared 

Error 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of five features) 
203.1 19.8 0.9284 0.9585 0.9431 0.1542 0.2574 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of five features) 
203.4 19.5 0.9291 0.9595 0.9439 0.1545 0.2569 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for ten trees of ten features) 
203.1 19.8 0.934 0.951 0.943 0.14 0.256 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for five trees of ten features) 
202.42 20.48 0.932 0.95 0.941 0.14 0.261 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for fifteen trees of ten features) 
203.13 19.77 0.935 0.951 0.943 0.14 0.255 

Random Forest [158] 

(configured for twenty trees of ten features) 
203.3 19.6 0.935 0.952 0.943 0.14 0.254 

RandomTree [158] 

(configured for 5 features per node, unlimited depth, 

minimum weight by instance of 1.0, and no back 

fitting) 

199.7 23.2 0.9201 0.9473 0.9333 0.1505 0.2861 

Table 26 - Evaluation results of machine learning classification algorithms for the recognition and resolution of references to locations in 

resource discovery data. 


